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A B S T R A C T

The interpretation of paleo-climate information gained from polar ice cores
presumes a precise knowledge about the processes of signal formation, in par-
ticular that of air and greenhouse gas related signals. In contrast to all other
climatic signals air is entrapped at the firn-ice transition 50–100m below the
surface. Therefore, the air enclosure deserves a broad understanding of all
possible processes affecting firn densification over the 100–3000 years lasting
compaction from snow to ice.
Data obtained from one firn or ice core provide informations about one location
of the ice sheet. However, this information is not necessarily representative due
to local processes, like for example accumulation, which are not constant over
time and space. Thus, to understand the spatial and temporal variability in po-
lar firn and its development, spatially extended high resolution investigations
of firn cores are required. Spatially distributed firn cores allow to bridge this
gap between point measurements and area measurements.
This thesis aims to contribute to the understanding of the development of
spatial and temporal variability in polar firn. For this purpose, five firn cores
distributed over only a few kilometres were analyzed. Additionally, the spatial
and temporal variability of surface snow at the same site in Dronning Maud
Land, East Antarctica, was retrieved. Important parameters for the study of
the snow surface were the specific surface area (SSA) of the snow, its isotopic
composition and the meteorological conditions. To investigate the densifica-
tion process, high resolution density profiles of the firn cores were obtained,
as well as their impurity content.
For the first time the surface snow SSA development during two months in
austral summer was observed. The expected decrease of SSA was altered by
precipitation events. Only small amounts of precipitation were sufficient to
rapidly increase the SSA, which has a high impact on the development of the
albedo. In contrast to previous assumptions, the frequency of precipitation
events is potentially more important than their amount. From the distinct
spatial pattern of the isotopic composition of the snow, it was possible to char-
acterize the snow surface of this region.
In the deep firn spatially extending density layers are formed. The key find-
ing is, that the density layering over a distance of a few kilometres develops
remarkably coherent. The spatial variability between the firn cores decreases
over depth. Potentially impermeable layers, that are spatially extending and
prohibit the air movement through the firn column, were identified even above
the transition from firn to ice.
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The present work forms the basis for modeling studies that quantify the influ-
ence of impermeable density layers on the interpretation of the paleo-climate
archive.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Die Interpretation polarer Eiskerne als Paläoklimaarchiv setzt ein umfassendes
Prozessverständnis der Signalbildung voraus, insbesondere jenes in Bezug zu
Luft und Treibhausgasen. Im Gegensatz zu allen anderen Klimasignalen wird
Luft am Firn-Eis-Übergang 50–100m unter der Oberfläche eingeschlossen. Da-
her erfordert der Lufteinschluss ein weitgehendes Verständnis aller möglichen
Prozesse, die die Firnverdichtung über den Zeitraum der 100–3000 Jahre dau-
ernden Kompaktierung von Schnee zu Eis beeinflussen können.
Durch die Analyse eines Firnkerns können Informationen über einen Ort des
Eisschildes gewonnen werden. Diese Informationen müssen jedoch nicht zwin-
gend repräsentativ sein, da lokale Prozesse, z.B. die Schneeakkumulation, räum-
lich und zeitlich nicht konstant sein werden. Um die zeitliche und räumliche
Variabilität und ihre Entwicklung in polarem Firn zu verstehen, sind räumlich
ausgedehnte Untersuchungen an Firnkernen notwendig. Räumlich verteilte
Firnkerne bieten die Möglichkeit einer Verknüpfung zwischen Punkt- und Flä-
chenmessungen.
Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist es, zum Verständnis der räumlichen und
zeitlichen Variabilität in polarem Firn beizutragen. Zu diesem Zweck wurden
fünf über wenige Kilometer verteilte Firnkerne analysiert. Zusätzlich wurde
an der gleichen Stelle in Dronning Maud Land, Ostantarktis, die räumliche
und zeitliche Variabilität der Schneeoberfläche gemessen. Wichtige Parameter
für die Untersuchung der Schneeoberfläche waren die spezifische Oberfläche
(SSA) des Schnees, dessen Isotopen-Zusammensetzung und die meteorologi-
schen Bedingungen. Zur Untersuchung des Verdichtungsprozesses wurden
hochaufgelöste Dichteprofile der Firnkerne erstellt, sowie ihr Spurenstoffge-
halt ermittelt. Erstmals wurde die Entwicklung der Oberflächenschnee SSA
über zwei Monate im Südsommer beobachtet. Die erwartete Abnahme der
SSA wurde durch Niederschlagsereignisse unterbrochen. Bereits geringe Men-
gen von Niederschlag waren ausreichend, um die SSA schnell ansteigen zu
lassen, was starke Auswirkungen auf die Entwicklung der Albedo hat. Im Ver-
gleich zu vorherigen Annahmen, ist die Frequenz der Niederschlagsereignisse
potentiell wichtiger als ihr Betrag. Aus dem ausgeprägten räumlichen Mus-
ter der Isotopenzusammensetzung des Schnees, ließ sich die Schneeoberfläche
dieser Region charakterisieren.
Im tiefen Firn werden ausgedehnte Dichteschichten gebildet. Das Schlüssel-
ergebnis ist, dass die Dichteschichtung über eine Distanz einiger Kilometer
kohärent ist. Die räumliche Variabilität zwischen den Firnkernen nimmt mit
der Tiefe ab. Potentiell impermeable Schichten, die räumlich ausgedehnt sind
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und die Luftbewegung durch die Firnsäule verhindern, wurden sogar ober-
halb des Firn-Eis-Übergangs gefunden.
Diese Arbeit liefert die Basis für zukünftige Modellierungen, die den Ein-
fluss impermeabler Dichteschichten auf die Interpretation des Paläoklimar-
chivs quantifizieren.
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1
G E N E R A L I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Earth’s climate is a complex system of various interacting components.
Multiple biological, physical and chemical processes, which have an impact
on climate, interact constantly with each other, striving towards an equilib-
rium. Additionally, internal variability of climate components can affect the
climate system. Local, regional or even global climate changes are registered
chronologically in different soils as deposits or layers which are accumulating
over time (Oeschger and Langway Jr., 1989). Climate signals are stored in var-
ious paleoenvironmental archives like tree rings, corals, sediment cores from
lakes or the ocean and ice or firn cores (PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013). Data
gained from these archives are called proxy data and can be converted to cli-
mate variables.
Understanding the climate of the past and its driving processes is essential for
making reliable projections of its future development. Thus, improvements in
the analysis and interpretation of proxy data are in the focus of current cli-
mate research. The need of understanding these processes was emphasized in
the first Assessment Report report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) in 1990 (IPCC, 1990). The issue of a changing climate attracts
the attention of the public and policy makers and established the topic on
the scientific agendas. The most recent Assessment Report, published in 2013
(IPCC, 2013), confirmed the existence of global warming. The latest report
identified, with high confidence, the second half of the 20th century as the
warmest period since the last 1300 years.
Changes in the composition of the atmospheric trace gases influence the en-
ergy balance of the Earth. Strong increases since the pre-industrial time (1750)
are mainly induced by anthropogenic sources. The global atmospheric trace
gas concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide strongly in-
creased since 1750 and exceed the concentrations gained from ice core anal-
ysis which span up to 800.000 years by far (IPCC, 2013). The concentrations
of the afore mentioned atmospheric gases are the main driving factors for the
temperature development of the Earth’s atmosphere, thus called Greenhouse
Gases (GHG), as they absorb and re-emit the incoming thermal radiation from
the Earths’s surface.
This thesis focuses on one of the most valuable climate archives: Polar ice
or firn cores. They originate from the Arctic (Greenland) or the Antarctic ice
sheet. In the following of this chapter their potential for climate research is
explained. Furthermore, the ice sheets and their origin are introduced, and
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2 general introduction

after a short history on Antarctic ice cores the importance of dry Antarctic firn
is briefly introduced. Finally, the addressed research questions in this thesis
are motivated and presented.

1.1 background and motivation

ice cores as climate archives The polar regions play a key role for in-
vestigating climate change. Ice and firn cores from the Antarctic or Greenland
Ice Sheet provide a remarkable variety of climate proxies for the temperature,
the chemical composition of the lower atmosphere, volcanism, forest fires, the
sea-surface productivity, biological activity in the oceans and sea ice coverage.
Some of the proxies are directly linked to the precipitation of snow, others
originate from depositions of dust, ash or aerosols which are transported by
the atmospheric circulation (Sommer and Wagenbach, 2000; Fischer et al., 2007;
Ruth et al., 2008). The temperature evolution of the past, for example, can be
reconstructed by analysing the relationship of the stable isotope records of the
water molecule from precipitated snow (Dansgaard, 1964; Sowers and Bender,
1992; Graf et al., 2002).
Furthermore, ice cores are the only known climate archives storing the paleo-
atmosphere directly. The enclosed air provides a direct record of historic at-
mospheric gas concentrations considering mixing processes of the air between
the snow crystals/grains with the atmosphere or overlying layers in the upper
part of the ice sheet (Schwander and Barnola, 1993; Blunier and Schwander,
2000; Spahni, 2003; Wolff et al., 2007; Lüthi et al., 2008; Loulergue et al., 2008;
Schilt et al., 2010). The atmospheric air between the snow grains at the surface
is assumed to be gradually enclosed within the compacting snow.
The snow on top of the ice sheets accumulates over time in annual layers and
compacts due to the overloading pressure of the layers on top. Under increas-
ing pressure so-called firn is formed, which is under increasing pressure and
due to the ongoing densification process further compressed to ice. In the
strict meaning, firn is defined as old snow that survived one summer without
melting (Paterson, 1994), but in general it is the name for the material in the
intermediate state between snow and ice. This process is described in detail in
Section 2.2.1.

ice sheets and their role in the climate system Besides being a
huge archive for paleo-climate, the polar ice sheets represent a significant ac-
tive component in the climate system. The complexity of interactions between
the ice sheets and their environment is illustrated in Figure 1. The interaction
counterparts are the atmosphere, the ocean–sea ice system and the lithosphere
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Figure 1: "Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid
earth and the climate system. (...)" (by IPCC (2013), Box 5.2, Fig. 1)

(Chapter 5 in IPCC (2013)).
An ice sheet is formed through cumulating snow precipitation. If the precip-
itation exceeds ablation, the ice sheets grow. The increasing surface elevation
leads to lower surface temperatures and thus less available moisture in the air
at the surface of the ice sheets (inlay plot in Figure 1). As a consequence the
accumulation decreases. This so-called elevation-desert effect (Oerlemans, 1980)
limits the growth of the ice sheets.
The Antarctic ice sheet covers 8.3 % and the Greenland Ice Sheet covers 1.2 %
of the global land surface (Table 4.1 in IPCC (2013)). This is one-fifth of the
surface fraction of the entire glaciated area. Due to this large surface area and
the high reflectivity, the albedo, the snow surface of the ice sheets and its vari-
ation plays a significant role for the radiation balance of the Earth. It acts as a
regulator of the climate system. The increase of global temperatures lead to a
decrease in the albedo and thus to the so-called positive snow-albedo effect in the
radiation balance of the Earth. The surface energy balance of the ice sheets and
particularly the Antarctic ice sheet are important factors for the total energy
balance of the Earth.
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ice core drilling The selection of the adequate drilling site for an ice or
firn core needs careful considerations with regard to the research priorities of
the project. Local accumulation rates and the predominant mean temperatures
determine the layer thickness and thus the vertical resolution of the final proxy
data set. These are important factors for the choice of the adequate drilling lo-
cation. For deep drilling (several hundred meters up to a few thousand) with
the aim to reach far back into the past, it is necessary to drill at the summit of
the ice sheet (Figure 2). Here the ice flow is directed vertically downwards and
the layers are thinning with depth. This leads to a long record with limited
temporal resolution due to the layer thinning and the low accumulation rate
at the summit. For shallow firn cores plateau regions are sufficient.
Due to their different climatic and geological conditions, the ice sheets of
Greenland and Antarctica are composed differently. Figure 2 shows their par-
ticular features and the different processes schematically. On an ice sheet as
well as on glaciers a distinction is made between the accumulation (green) and
ablation (red) zone. In Antarctica, except for the Antarctic Peninsula, no melt-
ing or negligible melting occurs at the surface. Thus, the accumulation zone
expands towards the coastal areas and the ice shelves. The ablation zone is
affected by melting processes and the so-called calving of icebergs.
The ideal location for deep ice core drilling is the summit of an ice sheet. From
the summit the ice flow lines are oriented radially. Also, ice divides, from
which the ice flow lines are oriented perpendicular to the ridge are suitable
drilling locations. For the analysis and interpretation of the ice cores which
are not drilled at the exact location of the summit, the ice flow has to be con-
sidered.
The idea using ice cores as an archive of the climate history is nearly 100 years

old. It goes back to the first research expedition to Greenland, conducted by
Alfred Wegener in 1930/1931 (Brockamp et al., 1935). The history of deep
ice cores is a few decades younger. Deep ice core drilling activities are logis-
tically demanding and hence are carried out as international projects. Due
to low annual mean temperatures and low accumulation rates, the oldest ice
core was drilled in Antarctica. During the European Project for Ice Coring
in Antarctica (EPICA) two deep ice cores were drilled on the East Antarctic
plateau. The EPICA Dome C (EDC) was drilled from 1996–2004 at the research
station Dome C (75◦06′ S, 123◦21′E, 3233 m a.s.l, annual mean temperature: -
54.6 ◦ C) reaching a depth of 3270 m. The second EPICA Dronning Maud
Land (EDML) ice core was drilled at the german research station Kohnen Sta-
tion in Dronning Maud Land (DML), Antarctica (75◦00′ S, 00◦04′E, 2892 m a.s.l,
annual mean temperature: -46 ◦ C), during 2002-2006. A depth of 2775 m was
reached. The data obtained from the oldest ice core, EDC, covers a time period
of unprecedented 800.000 years (EPICA community, 2004; Jouzel et al., 2007;
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Figure 2: Schematic sketch of a cross section through the Greenland Ice Sheet (left)
and the Antarctica Ice Sheet (right). Regions where ice flow, accumulation
and ablation occurres are demonstrated schematically (by Oerter (2009)).

Loulergue et al., 2007; Lüthi et al., 2008). Consequently, deep ice cores provide
large datasets of the past climate allowing to expand paleo-climate time series
far back in time. However, these information are gained from one point of the
ice sheet. The question arises how representative these datasets, derived from
one core are.

importance of polar firn and its variability The most important
stages of the climate signal conserving process occur during the compaction
of snow and the firn, as here the material is subjected to the strongest transfor-
mations and the highest density gradients. The firn column stores the climate
signals from the last 100–1000 years with high resolution. This past time pe-
riod is of particular interest, as it overlaps with the first recorded climate and
weather observations. Furthermore, the past 100 years exhibit largest climate
variations compared to similar periods in the climate history. Another fact that
makes the firn column to a research object of high interest, is that necessarily
the currently several hundred years old polar ice once passed through the firn
column. Thus, understanding firn processes helps understanding the struc-
ture of polar ice.
Consequently, to evaluate the climate archive in polar firn and ice a thorough
understanding of how the proxy signals imprint themselves into the ice ma-
trix, on the precipitating snow and the trapped air, is necessary. Understand-
ing how layers in the snow and firn develop and how imprinted signals are
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changed during snow metamorphism and during the firn densification, is es-
sential.
Furthermore, the interpretation of paleo-climate information gained from po-
lar ice and firn needs accurate dating, which presumes beside a precise knowl-
edge about the processes during the storage, a precise dating of the ice and
the enclosed air. The enclosed air consists of direct samples of the paleo-
atmosphere. Dating the air is a complex problem as the depth, where the
connection path to the overlying atmosphere is interjected, plays a major role.
From state-of-the-art it is, as mentioned before, assumed that this air enclosure
process occurs gradually until the Firn–Ice–Transition (FIT). This means that
the air between snow grains at the surface is occluded step by step between
the (ice) grains forming the so-called pore space. The fraction of the air volume
compared to the ice volume is the porosity (given in %). The pore space shrinks
with depth until single bubbles are formed. Thus, before bubble formation the
enclosed historic gas composition of the atmosphere is still in connection to
the overlying pore space and also the recent atmosphere. The gas composition
gained from a specific depth of an ice core is mixed and consequently contains
air of different ages. Through the analysis and modeling of the exchange pro-
cesses, the ratios of the different ages in an air volume from a specific depth
can be determined. In a recent study, distinct layering in polar firn that even
increased in depth was observed (Hörhold et al., 2011). Thus, the question
arises if layers, which are able to interject the connection paths of the pore
space, occur above the FIT. This would alter the age ratio of the mixed air. For
this altering effect it is necessary that the spatial extent of such close-off layers
is sufficient to prevent the air overcoming the barrier. If all these requirements
are fulfilled these impermeable layers will act like a sealing with high impact on
the age determination of enclosed air in polar ice cores, which in the following
changes the age difference of ice and air (called delta-age).
Additionally, understanding the spatial variability and evolution of firn den-
sification and layering over space is essential to anwser the question of the
representativity of single firn or ice cores. Spatially arrayed firn cores are
able to bridge the gap between point measurements (from firn or ice cores)
and area measurements (by satellites or airborne techniques) and compose the
measurements. Firn density profiles are likewise required to convert airborne
or satellite derived altitude changes into mass loss. For ground-based radar
data it is of interest to understand the development and origin of layers in the
firn.
In order to study polar firn, firn cores reaching down to the depth of the FIT are
investigated. As drilling firn cores is logistically less demanding and does not
require an international cooperation for realization, it is feasible to take several
cores at one site. This enables comparison studies needed to answer current
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research questions. It ensures statistical relevance and thus representativity of
potential findings.
New technical developments during the last decade lead to great advances in
measuring methods. The new techniques allow for a resolution of millimeters
and even a few micrometer and provide an insight in the detailed structure
of firn. For example, analyzing the pore structure of firn and mapping the
distribution of pore spaces in the ice matrix in three dimensions is feasible
using 3D-X-ray computer tomography. These new methods will lead to an
advanced understanding of the transition from snow to ice and allow more
precise dating of climate signals.

1.2 objectives and structure of the thesis

This thesis aims to contribute to a better understanding of firn core data, which
represents a climate archive of high temporal resolution. The interpretation of
data gained from firn cores requires an understanding of the processes during
the initial deposition and the following firn densification. The variability over
time and space is, as described above, of particular importance for the analy-
sis of ice and firn core data. It affects the interpretation of the enclosed gas
records, which are the only known direct gas archive of the past atmosphere,
as well as the analysis of polar ice. Furthermore, the interpretation of remote
sensing and ground-based radar measurements demands an understanding of
the firn processes.
The spatial variability of snow and firn processes in terms of density, grain
size, accumulation rates and impurity content is investigated in this thesis.
For this purpose, spatially distributed snow and firn samples are analyzed to
study the variability at the surface and at depth. An overview of the study
setup is shown in Figure 3. The distances between the sampling locations are
schematically shown, but are not true to scale.
The selected site fulfills the environmental conditions to obtain firn samples of
good quality and resolution. It is located in DML on the East Antarctic plateau.

The detailed structure of the thesis and the objectives of each chapter are de-
scribed in the following:
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the research topic in more detail. The
development of the snow surface as the uppermost part of the ice sheet down
to the transformation from firn to polar ice is explained and the processes
involved are introduced. The state-of-the-art from the current literature is pre-
sented regarding the research questions addressed in the thesis. Finally, the
study site with its climatic conditions is briefly introduced.
In Chapter 3 the results of a surface snow study are presented addressing the
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Figure 3: Schematic overview of the study setup for this thesis to investigate spatial
and temporal firn variability: For a surface study the snow SSA was mea-
sured along a 50 m long transect. To study the spacial variability of vertical
firn features the density of five firn cores was measured at high-resolution
down to 89 m depth. Additionally, the impurity concentrations in the firn
core B40 were analyzed over the complete depth. To investigate the spatial
impurity variability the concentrations are analyzed for two depth horizons
(26–27 m and 59–61 m) in all five cores.

following research questions:
How does the snow surface evolve over the austral summer on the plateau

of DML? What are the driving factors? Furthermore, a more technical ques-
tion regarding the measurement methods: How can the temporal variability

of the snow surface be captured adequately? These questions are addressed
analyzing measurements of the Specific Surface Area (SSA) of spatially dis-
tributed surface snow samples along a 50 m long transect over a time period
of 7 weeks during the austral summer. The resulting spatio-temporal develop-
ment is analyzed and discussed with respect to the meteorological conditions.
Chapter 4 focusses on the spatio-temporal development of physical properties
in the firn and examines the following questions: To what extent did the an-

nual accumulation rate in DML change over the past decades? A question of
current interest regarding the density development is: How representative is

a density profile of one firn core from the East Antarctic plateau? Does the

density layering in the deeper firn extend over large areas?

As impurities appear to have an impact on the densification of polar firn the
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questions arise: What is the role of the impurity content in the firn by inves-

tigating the horizontal and vertical variability of Antarctic firn? Are spatial

density variations congruent with variations in the impurity content?

Regarding the degree of the impact of potential spatially extending layers the
following question it should be asked: In which depth (above the FIT) do

single impermeable layers occur which can act like a sealing for the gas

close-off?

These research questions are approached by using new high-resolution mea-
surement techniques to derive the density of five spatially distributed firn
cores. Additionally, the electrical conductivity is determined and the impu-
rity content of these firn cores is analyzed. The firn cores are selected to have
an increasing distance of 3 m to 13 km. They are drilled in the vicinity of
Kohnen Station Figure 3 during the field season 2012/2013.
Finally, in Chapter 5 the key findings from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of the
thesis are summarized and concluded. Additionally, a global interpretation is
provided to discuss the relevance of the findings and their impact on under-
standing firn from the East Antarctic plateau. In the last section an outlook for
possible future analysis and studies is given.





2
I N T R O D U C T I O N T O S N O W A N D F I R N D E V E L O P M E N T

This chapter provides an introduction to the development of and the occurring
processes in the upper part of the Antarctic ice sheet, i.e. the snow surface and
the underlying firn. The concepts and processes presented in the following
are especially valid for the climatic conditions prevailing in Dronning Maud
Land (DML) on the plateau of East Antarctica.
First, the structure of the snow surface is described basically and different vari-
ability concepts (on different scales) are presented. Furthermore, the mecha-
nisms influencing and changing the snow surface are introduced based on
current literature. Subsequently, the development and densification of polar
firn is discussed. The basic processes are presented and the current state-of-
the-art is introduced with a view to the questions addressed in the thesis.

2.1 the snow surface , its relevance and evolution

The snow surface as the upper surface of the polar ice sheets represents the
cryospheric boundary between the overlying atmosphere and the underlying
deeper snow and firn column. It influences and is influenced by the cryosphere
which has the ability to preserve past climate signals as well as the atmosphere
which interacts with the snow surface and is of particular importance for the
current climate and its future development. Consequently, the snow surface
of the polar regions with the largest snow covered surfaces on Earth plays an
important role for climate research (Liljequist, 1956; Grenfell et al., 1994; Flan-
ner and Zender, 2006). The snow surface on the East Antarctic plateau is due
to the prevailing climatic conditions not affected by melting processes. Thus,
it develops differently than snow in the Arctic, i.e. Alaska, Canada, Siberia, in
Greenland or in the Alpine regions, where temperatures rise above the melting
point.
Before going into further details an important discrimination regarding the
upper snow surface has to be clarified: Snow precipitation describes the atmo-
spheric contribution to the available mass of fresh snow. It can be directly
deposited or (partly) redistributed by wind. Snow accumulation is the net mass
of snow deposition which consists to quite variable amounts of fresh precip-
itated snow and/or redistributed snow. Thus, it contributes to the mass bal-
ance of the ice sheets. The annual snow accumulation rate is mostly given in

11
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Figure 4: Pictures of different snow surfaces near Kohnen Station in DML during the
season 2012/2013 representing the broad range of variations in the surface
characteres.

mm w.eq. yr−1(millimeter water equivalent per year). It is a regional parame-
ter and depends mainly on meteorological and topographic conditions.

2.1.1 Snow variability

Studies investigating the spatial and temporal variability of the snow surface
discovered significant spatial variations in the accumulation rate as well as in
the surface properties on different scales:
In a study from Takahashi et al. (1994), for example, the surface mass bal-
ance in east Dronning Maud Land was observed by means of the snow-stake
method along a route from the coastal areas up to 3500 m a.s.l. on the
plateau. Richardson et al. (1997) investigated subsurface layering of the upper-
most 12 m of the snowpack using ground-based snow radar at 800–2300 MHz
along a 1040 km long route from the ice shelf up to the polar plateau of
DML. In a following study from Richardson-Näslund (2004) the spatial variabil-
ity of the snow accumulation along a 800–1000 km long traverse route from
the ice shelves to the plateau through DML was investigated using ground-
penetrating radar soundings. Their results were used for modeling of the
future ice sheet dynamics, with implications for changes in global climate and
sea level. Kärkäs et al. (2005) collected information about the spatial varia-
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tions of snow properties (as for example the stratigraphy, temperature, density,
grain size and shape, dielectric constant) and the annual accumulation on ice
sheets likewise along a 350 km long traverse from the ice shelfs to the coast and
finally to the plateau of DML. In order to study the variations of these parame-
ters they conducted measurements on 1-2 m deep snow pits along the traverse
route during three austral summers. The aim of their work was primarily
a contribution to the understanding of ice core analysis and satellite remote
sensing data. Another more recent study for example from Fujita et al. (2011)
investigated the spatial and temporal variability of snow accumulation along
an ice divide on he East Antarctic plateau. They determined the surface mass
balance from analysis of snow pits and firn cores in addition to radar measure-
ments along 2800 km long Japanese–Swedish traverse. Thus, the variability of
the snow accumulation or surface mass balance was studied in various studies
and on large scales.
Beside the variability of snow accumulation different parameters were of in-
terest in snow studies and investigated over space. Furukawa et al. (1996)
determined different snow surface features, such as sastrugi and dune pattern,
along a traverse route from the coastal region to the summit of the plateau of
Dronning Maud Land in East Antarctica. From their studies they were able
to identify three different regions depending of the snow surface features: the
coastal region, the katabatic wind region and the inland plateau region. The
results will be presented in the following Section 2.1.4. Variations of the snow
surface are also observed in terms of the snow density. Sugiyama et al. (2012)
investigated the spatial variation of the surface snow density and the mecha-
nisms at 46 locations along a 2800 km long traverse route. They found wind
to play a key role in the near-surface densification of snow.
Consequently, the variability of the (surface) snow is investigated a lot on large
scales between a few hundreds until thousands of kilometers. A knowledge
about this large scale spatial and temporal snow variability gained from field
studies is important for the validation and interpretation of satellite or air-
borne data. Furthermore, they serve as boundary conditions for ice sheet or
climate models.
Until now the variability of the snow surface on smaller, regional scales around
10 - 1000 m would is poorly known. This small scale is in the range of the res-
olution of satellite data. Thus, a knowledge about these regional processes has
the potential to improve the current understanding of remote sensing data.

2.1.2 Snow types

The snow on the surface accumulates as a complex layered structure of pre-
cipitated and redistributed (by wind) snow. Thus, the surface consists of a
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mixture of snow grains that are formed under the predominant climatic con-
ditions. The colder the meteorological conditions, the simpler (less dendritic)
is the structure of the accumulating snow grains. Consequently, the mixture
of snow grains, which can be named as the snow type, is regionally and varies
depending on the predominant climate.
The snow type investigated in this study is dry polar snow. The first important

Figure 5: Snow crystal morphology diagramm showing the main types and classes of
snow crystals that grow at different temperature and humidity levels in the
atmosphere (after Armstrong and Brun (2010), Fig. 1.3).

aspect regarding this type of snow is the absence of melting processes. Dry
snow contains no liquid water. The second aspect is the site where it origi-
nates from: In contrast to seasonal alpine snow, which vanishes and to builds
up again every season, polar snow accumulates consistently on the old surface
of the snowpack which in common builds up the polar ice sheets.
The initial shape and structure of a snow crystal is mainly determined by the
dominant temperature and humidity conditions at the place of its formation:
in the clouds, the snow surface or the snowpack. According to the different
shape, their place of formation and the associated conditions the snow grains
of the seasonal snow, as in the alpine regions, are classified (classification table
in Fierz et al. (2009), Appendix A.1).
The polar snow cover consists, due to the prevailing cold and dry climatic
conditions of "simple", i.e. not-dendridic snow grains. Figure 5 shows, as an
example, a simple diagram of the different occurring snow grain shapes at the
corresponding condition formed in the atmosphere.
Consequently, the particular structure of (surface) snow reflects two aspects: The
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meteorological conditions prevailing at the time of deposition as well as the
persisting influence of metamorphism within the snow cover over time.

2.1.3 Snow metamorphism

The change and aging of the (surface) snow is commonly summarized with the
term snow metamorphism. The current theory of dry snow metamorphism (Col-
beck, 1983) distingiushes between two processes: equi-temperature or isothermal
metamorphism and temperature gradient metamorphism.
The pores of dry snow are only filled by air which is usually saturated with va-
por. The basic principle of a thermodynamic system is the attempt of reducing
the internal energy and reaching equilibrium. For the snow grains this means
a reduction of the vapor pressure gradient which lead to mass exchanges be-
tween the two phases vapor and ice. This mass transport is oriented towards
the center of each particle. Hence, the surface area of the grains is reduced and
the snow grains are rounded (Figure 6). Gradients in vapor pressure occur
because of the different ice crystal geometry of each snow particle and tem-
perature differences. A stronger curvature means a higher equilibrium vapor
pressure. In reducing the vapor pressure gradient the snow grains try reach a
sphere, their equilibrium form with the smallest surface-to-volume ratio, and
become rounded. This process induces an increase of the average grain size
over time with an comparable slow grain growth rate (Armstrong and Brun,
2010).

Temperature gradients in a snow sample induce vapor diffusion from the

grad e

dendritic snowflake snowflake with reduced 
surface area

rounded grain
(idealized)

grad e

e = vapour pressure e = vapour pressure

large grains grow to the
expense of the smaller ones

 free energy always
tends to a minimum

a) b)

Figure 6: Schematic principle of the grain growth according to the principle of reduc-
ing the internal energy (a). In the following small grains grow to the expense
of smaller grains (b).

warmest towards the coldest crystal surfaces. If the temperature gradient ex-
ceeds 5◦C m−1 the growth of the coldest surfaces is high enough to form
faceted crystals. If it even exceeds 15◦ C m−1 surface hoar can be formed.
If strong temperature gradients are maintained in snow layers and the initial
snow belongs to the the class of rounded grains the specific area (surface-to-
volume ratio) increases rapidly (Armstrong and Brun, 2010). Consequently,
temperature gradient metamorphism is much faster than isothermal metamor-
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phism.
In a natural snow cover both growth processes work together and are slightly
balanced by sublimation. Fresh snow strives to reach thermodynamic equilib-
rium and thus continuously metamorphoses to rounded grains after deposi-
tion. Therefore, it continuously undergoes structural changes. Recent snow
studies investigate the influence of different temperature gradients on struc-
tural changes of different snow types in laboratory experiments and under
natural conditions. Pinzer and Schneebeli (2009) investigated the influence of
alternating temperature gradients on snow metamorphism as near the snow
surface the sign of the temperature gradient in the snowpack changes. It shows
diurnal and also seasonal cycles. It was observed, that daily cycles through ra-
diative heating and cooling lead to an inversion of the temperature gradient
in the snowpack until up to 20 cm depth (Dadic et al., 2008). In Antarctica,
the daily variations are less pronounced than in Greenland or in the alpine
snowpack (Brandt and Warren, 1997).

2.1.4 The influence of wind on the snow surface

Beside temperature, one of the most important meteorological conditions be-
sides the temperature which drives snow metamorphism is the occurrence of
wind. Deposited snow which is redistributed by wind forms different relief
structures. These can be divided in different classes due to the dominance of
erosion and/or deposition (Kobayashi and Ishida, 1979):
Dunes, ripples or barchans belong to the deposition type. Sastrugi and pits are
classified as an erosion type. In turn small sastrugi are grouped to the equi-
librium type, where both processes co-exist. The fourth type is the deposi-
tion/erosion type to which snow–waves (transverse undulations) are grouped
to. In this case, both processes are acting alternating. Kobayashi and Ishida
(1979) differentiates between longitudinal (downwind-oriented main body) and
transverse (perpendicular to the main wind direction oriented body) dunes:
The first one results when the wind speed exceeds 15 m s−1 at 1 m height and
the second one occurs when the wind speed does not exceed 15 m s−1 at 1 m
height.

In DML katabatic winds dominate the near surface climate. Birnbaum et al.
(2010) studied the formation of barchan–type snow dunes due to the occur-
rence of wind in the vicinity of Kohnen Station. They found that dunes are
formed only during strong–wind events (wind speeds > 10 m s−1 at 2 m
height) at days without snowfall. Furthermore, they observed, that 2-3 days
prior to the formation of dunes snow drift occurred. The lower limit for the oc-
currence of drifting snow is a wind speed of 5 m s−1. Additionally, Birnbaum
et al. (2010) found that the high near–surface wind speeds were caused by the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Schematic model of the depositional regime along the study line of (Fu-
rukawa et al., 1996). (a) Hatched area indicate zone where they observed
glazed surfaces. Dronning Maud Land at a height around 3000 m a.s.l. is
part of the katabatic wind region. (b) Running means of net snow accumula-
tion over 10 stake sites, M, and coefficients of variation, S/M where S is the
standard deviation of the ten values. (Fig. by Furukawa et al., 1996)
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influence of low pressure systems and not, as assumed before, by katabatic
winds.
Another special fact about DML is the occurrence of a predominant wind di-
rection due to its geographical position on the East Antarctic plateau region.
Hence, Furukawa et al. (1996) named this region after the name of this pre-
dominant wind katabatic wind region. During a traverse route from the coast
to Dome Fuji on the plateau they observed the frequency of snow surface fea-
tures (see Section 2.1.1) such as sastrugi, dunes, and thermal cracks. Thermal
cracks were assumed to represent the existence of glazed surfaces. According
to their studies they divided the study route in three regions (see Figure 7).
The katabatic wind region located between a height of 2000 m to 3600 m a.s.l.
was found to be a region where sastrugi, dunes and glazed surface appear al-
ternately. Additionally, section 2 in Figure 7 was found to have a relatively low
net snow accumulation compared to regions where no glazed surfaces occur
and a large and fluctuating spatial variability. Thus, this section was also called
sporadic accumulation zone (after Yamada and Wakahama (1981)). The study
area of the following studies in this thesis is located at around 3000 m a.s.l.
height on the plateau of DML.

2.1.5 Specific surface area of snow, grain size and albedo

To describe the variability of the physical properties on the snow cover the
microstructure of the snow has to be investigated. One structural parameter
which is connected with the optical features of the snow is the grain size. As
the grain size of snow is not trivial to define (Aoki et al., 2000) describing the ef-
fect of shape and size on optical properties turned out to be an enormous task,
an approximation has been proposed (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Neshyba
et al., 2003; Dominé and Albert, 2008). The approximation is to replace the
snow crystals with spheres of equivalent surface to volume ratio (S/V). The
Specific Surface Area (SSA) is defined as the "free"surface area of snow grains
thus the ice-air interface per unit mass (Legagneux, 2002; Dominé et al., 2006;
Gallet et al., 2011):

SSA =
S

V · ρice
=

3

ρice · reff
, (1)

where ρice = 0.917 g cm−3 is the density of ice at − 0◦ C and reff the radius of
the equivalent sphere. It is often called the optically equivalent radius or the
effective radius. The SSA of snow is, as it describes the grain size, a structure
parameter (metamorphosis) as well as an optical parameter (albedo).
The SSA of surface snow ranges between values of 19 m2 kg−1 for melt-freeze
crusts and 1558 m2 kg−1 for fresh dendritic snow (Dominé et al., 2007). Po-
lar especially Antarctic snow never reaches such high SSA values, because the
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snow grain shapes are mostly rounded or plate-like. Gallet et al. (2011) mea-
sured SSA values between 20 m2 kg−1 and 55 m2 kg−1 during an austral
summer at Dome C and a traverse to Dumont D’Urville, Antarctica.
Studying the development of the snow SSA directly provides information about
the snow grain size development which, in addition, largely determines the re-
flectivity of the snow surface (albedo).

2.1.6 Stable water isotopes

The oxygen isotopes of the water molecule 16O and 18O derived from ice core
analysis are used to reconstruct the paleo-temperature. The results are given
as δ values, which represent the relationship between the heavy and the light
isotope species:

δ18O =

18O
16Osample

−
18O
16Ostandard

18O
16Ostandard

· 1000� (2)

The reference for the standard values is Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW)
(Craig, 1961). During condensation and evaporation isotopic fractionation oc-
curs. The fractionation of the isotopes is temperature dependent. During
condensation the heavy isotope δ18O preferably moves into the liquid phase
and thus falls as precipitation. The lighter isotope δ16O falls out at even colder
conditions, as it preferably moves into the vapour phase. Consequently, pre-
cipitation in colder regions exhibit a lower 18O/16O relationship.
The isotopic composition of the precipitation serves as a proxy for the temper-
ature. Thus, it is derived from temperature relationships. Dansgaard (1964)
investigated the stable isotopes in precipitation of stations distributed over dif-
ferent climatic regions of the world. In the frame of the pre-site survey of
European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) a study, which inves-
tigated the 18O content in shallow firn and ice cores was conducted on the
plateau of DML (Graf et al., 2002). Investigating δ18O records of the snow
surface provide the possibility to deduce the time of formation of the snow.
Snow samples that exhibit higher (less negative) δ18O values are formed dur-
ing warmer meteorological conditions. Consequently, lower (more negative)
δ18O values in the surface snow lead to the assumption, that the snow was
probably formed during colder conditions and not during the summer sea-
son..
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2.2 the firn column and its development

Precipitating snow accumulates on the ice sheets in annual layers and com-
pacts due to the increasing overloading pressure of the layers on top to ice.
This process is called firn densification. In the following the processes occurring
during the densification of dry polar firn are introduced and further described.

2.2.1 Densification of dry polar firn

In Figure 8 a schematic overview of the densification process of dry polar firn
is given. This process is divided in different stages according to the dominant
processes. They can, however, also act concurrently. These densification stages
(left column) are limited by so-called critical densities. In the absence of melting,
the compaction of dry polar firn is similar to the process of pressure sintering
or hot pressing, known from powder metallurgy and ceramics (Wilkinson and
Ashby, 1975; Ebinuma and Maeno, 1985; Alley, 1987). This compaction process
is driven by excess surface free energy and externally applied pressure (Maeno
and Ebinuma, 1983).
The first stage ends when the first critical density ρcrit1 ≈ 0.55 g cm−3 (Nishimura

et al., 1983) is reached and is dominated by settling and re-arrangement of the
snow grains, enhanced by grain rounding. Grain rounding satisfies the ther-
modynamical principle of reducing the free energy of the system (Paterson,
1994). According to Anderson and Benson (1963) the first critical density cor-
responds to the maximum packing density (a porosity of 0.4) which can be at-
tained with idealized spherical grains. In laboratory experiments porosities of
only 37 %, which corresponds to a density of 0.58 g cm−3, were reached. Thus,
reaching the first critical density ρcrit1 in natural snow corresponds to close
random packing of the grains. Based on electrical measurements of Antarctic
firn cores, Maeno (1978) suggested the existence of a second critical density at
ρcrit2 ≈ 0.73 g cm−3 (equal to a porosity of 20%). Before reaching this density
at the end of the second stage plastic deformation and recrystallization are the
dominant processes. At ρcrit2 the bonding and packing mode of composing
ice particles reach an optimum state so that the contact area between the parti-
cles become maximum.
During the third stage, connected pore space separates into isolated air bubbles
until the close-off density at ρcl ≈ 0.83 g cm−3 (equal to porosities of 8–11 %)
is reached. This depth is called the Firn–Ice–Transition (FIT) and occurs in a
depth of 50–100 m, depending on the temperature and accumulation rate at a
specific site.
During the fourth and final stage, the two-phase bubbly ice transforms into a
three-phase aggregate. Air bubbles are compressed and shrunk further and
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Figure 8: Schematic illustration of the densification processes in dry polar firn. The
occurring processes are divided according to the involved component: the
ice phase (left column) or the air phase (right colum). The corresponding
depth regions depend on the climatic conditions such as temperature and
accumulation rate. The density profile on the left shows an example for
a density development over depth of an Antarctic firn core. It is the high-
resolution density profile of B40 (until 89 m depth) drilled at Kohnen Station
during 2012/2013.

the ice begins to form mixed air clathrate hydrates, while the gas phase pro-
gressively disappears (Salamatin et al., 1997) until the density of bubble-free
polar ice ρice = 919 kg m−3 (for a temperature of -25◦C) is reached.

2.2.2 Air enclosure in dry polar firn

During the densification of the ice phase from snow to ice the air located in
gaps between the snow grains is enclosed within the further compacting and
sintering granular material (right column in Figure 8). The different zones
during the air entrapment are divided according to the different predominant
transport processes through the firn (Sowers and Bender, 1992). In the surface-
near snow layers the air is still connected to the overlying atmosphere and
transported through convective mixing (Figure 9). Through the ongoing den-
sification of the firn the pore space shrinks successively so that convection
processes are more and more prevented. This is the so-called diffusive zone
in which the enclosed air mixes only by molecular diffusion (movement to-
ward regions of lower concentration) and thermal diffusion. The chemical
and isotopic composition of the air in this diffusive zone is different from the
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overlying atmosphere. Due to gravitational settling that leads to progressive
enrichment of heavy isotopes with depth, isotopic fractionation occurs. Con-

Figure 9: Schematic illustration of the three zones of air movement within the firn
column (Fig. by Sowers and Bender (1992))

sequently, the height of the diffusive zone can be determined by analyzing the
isotopic composition of the firn air over depth (Sowers and Bender, 1992). In
ice core sciences the fraction of the stable isotopes 14N and 15N of nitrogen
and thus a depth profile of δ15N is used to identify the height of the diffusive
column.
The following gradual bubble close-off of the pore clusters to single bubbles
leads to a smoothing of the stored atmospheric composition (Trudinger et al.,
1997). The interpretation of measured past atmospheric gas concentrations de-
pends mainly on the trapping process. Thus, the age of the trapped air in a
specific depth is a distribution rather than a single value .
The width of this distribution depends on the close-off processes. Using tech-
niques from statistical physics, the bubble close-off process can be described
as a percolation process (Stauffer et al., 1985; Enting, 1987). A percolation
model is a statistical model which describes random networks (Enting, 1993).
The region between the bottom of the diffusive zone and the bubble close-off
is called the non-diffusive zone. The connection to the overlying atmosphere
will no longer influence the air composition within the pore space, in contrast
to the upper zones, where the air is always younger than the surrounding ice
matrix. This age difference is called delta age (Schwander and Stauffer, 1984).
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In the following impermeable zone the air bubbles are closed-off and bubbly
ice is formed.

2.2.3 Impurities in Antarctic firn

Deposited aerosol or impurity ion concentrations in ice cores provide impor-
tant proxy records for climate reconstruction. At remote sites like East Antarc-
tica the concentrations of deposited impurity ions are very low. Commonly
used ions are sodium (Na+), calcium (Ca++) and chloride (Cl−), which origi-
nate from marine as well as continental sources (Bigler et al., 2006).
Ion concentrations quantified in ice cores relate to the water-soluble part of the

Figure 10: Development of the correlation between log(Ca++) and high-resolution ra-
dioscopic density measurements over depth conducted by Freitag et al.
(2013a) on the Antarctic firn core B32: Seperately calculated correlations
over single intact core pieces (grey dots) and a corresponding 4 m running
mean (black solid line) with its uncertainty (standard deviation, grey bar)
are shown. Additionally, the correlation over gamma-absportion density
profile for the same firn core (red solid line) and the results from Hörhold
et al. (2012) from a Greenland ice core are plotted (red dotted line). (Fig. 7
by Freitag et al. (2013a))

aerosols and a small contribution from water-reactive trace gases deposited on
the ice sheet and show a seasonal cycle (Bigler and Wagenbach, 2002; Sommer
and Wagenbach, 2000) depending on the accumulation rate. At site with very
low accumulation rates, as for example at Dome C with 25 mm w.eq. yr−1

(EPICA community, 2004), the annual accumulation is not sufficient for the
forming of seasonal cyles. In Antarctica a large fraction of the total Ca++ and
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almost all Na+ (and Cl−) are water soluble (Ghermandi, 2003). Records of
the terrestrial fraction of Ca++ (non-sea-salt Ca++, for short: nssCa) and the
marine fraction of Na+ (sea-salt Na+, for short: ssNa) serve in Antarctica as
proxies for the continental and sea-salt aerosol input (Fischer et al., 2007). In
Greenland Ca++ is considered to be an ideal dust tracer (continental sources)
(De Angelis et al., 1997), whereas in continental Antarctica the Ca++ ion con-
centration during the Holocene is influenced to more than 60% by see-salt
aerosols (from marine sources) (Sommer and Wagenbach, 2000).
The impact of impurities in firn densification was first suggested by Hörhold
et al. (2012). They stated, that (seasonal cycles in) the ion concentrations have
an influence on the densification and explain the occurrence of (seasonal) vary-
ing density layers in deeper firn. From their findings they introduced the
impurity effect on firn densification. However, their findings only showed a
pronounced significant correlation between for the Greenland ice cores. Thus,
in a following study Freitag et al. (2013a) showed, that using density data of
high resolution and accuracy lead to an impurity-density relationship for firn
from the Antarctic plateau of the same magnitude as for firn from Greenland.

2.2.4 Current research on polar firn

The densification process of dry polar firn is more complex than described in
Section 2.2.1 and illustrated in Figure 8. The depth region between the surface
and the FIT is the region of the most comprehensive structural changes within
the ice sheet. Many processes driving and occurring during firn densification
are still not understood and subject of current research.
As explained above the air is always younger than the surrounding ice (Schwan-
der and Stauffer, 1984). Furthermore, the age of the air occluded in the firn
at a certain depth has a distinct distribution instead of one single age. The
more effective the exchange processes are the broader is the age distribution.
The denser the firn the less is the relative fraction of enclosed air. This fraction
is given by the porosity, which is defined as the ratio between the volume of
the entrapped air and the bulk volume of the sample (Schwander and Barnola,
1993).
To determine the delta age and to study the (driving) processes during the
densification, firn models are developed. The firn densification model was
introduced by Herron and Langway Jr. (1980) (HL-model). Their empirical ap-
proach considers the temperature and accumulation rate and the initial density
at a specific site to derive the densification for the first two stages (as shown in
Figure 8): in the first stage the densification rate is proportional to the mean
annual accumulation and (ρi - ρ). In the second stage it is proportional to the
square root of the accumulation rate multiplied by (ρi - ρ). Pimienta and Du-
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val (1987) and Barnola et al. (1991) (PB-model) derived a semi-empirical model
considering ice deformation and pressure sintering (Wilkinson and Ashby,
1975). Later Arnaud et al. (2000) proposed a new physical by introducing
structural parameters and thus a dependence of the densification on the mi-
crostructure of the firn. Goujon et al. (2003) coupled this model with a heat
diffusion model for ice sheets proposed by (Ritz, 1989).
All these models yield depth profiles of mean density and ignore the stratified
structure of the firn caused by the deposition history, redistribution by wind
and post depositional metamorphism and potential effects of impurities (Fre-
itag et al., 2013a; Hörhold et al., 2012). In a study from Hörhold et al. (2011)
a strong layering even in the deep firn down to the FIT was observed. They
found a second relative maximum of the density variability above the FIT (Fig-
ure 11). By modeling a mean densification using the lower surface densities
and the higher surface densities of B26 leads to the red, respectively blue ex-
ponential fit. At the depth where the variability reaches its minimum these
fits cross each other (cross-over depth) and deviate again below until they con-
verge at densities near the ice density. The resulting variability σρ of their "two
layer approximation" results in a curve showing the same development as the
measured variability. Thus, they conclude, that initially low density layers be-
come denser at a faster rate than initially high density layers and even exhibit
higher densities than the former. By connecting their results with the analysis
the of grain size developments in B26 of Freitag et al. (2004) they were able
to conclude, that high density layers at the FIT do not necessarily result from
high-density layers at the surface.
These findings raise the question for the reasons of this observed layered den-

sification. In the following Hörhold et al. (2012) found impurities in the firn
(here the calcium ion Ca++) to alter the firn densification and thus influence
the density variability in the deeper firn. They hypothesize, that impurities
deposited in the firn drive the densification with increasing depth (the impu-
rity effect). They found reasonable increasing correlations between density and
Ca++ measurements on Antarctica and Greenland ice cores.
Recent studies of Freitag et al. (2013b) supported these findings. They devel-
oped a densification model for stratified firn by including impurity concentra-
tions. These concentration were included in the term of the activation energy,
which is responsible for deformation processes. One main finding is, that
the activation energy term for the Ca++ ion concentrations for Greenland and
Antarctica is the same, even if the concentrations in Antarctica are at the order
of one magnitude lower than in Greenland. Freitag et al. (2013b) focussed on
the differential equations from the HL-model (Herron and Langway Jr., 1980)
but also used the PB-model approach (Pimienta and Duval, 1987; Barnola et al.,
1991) and added the impurity term in the activation energy.
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Figure 11: Density profile of an ice core from Greenland, named B26 (drilled during
the North Greenland Traverse, 1993-1995), with the resulting variability σρ.
The colored lines are exponential fits of modeled densification rates starting
at lower densities (red) and at higher densities (blue). Because of different
densification rates they cross each other and deviate one more below the
cross-over depth. Towards the ice density both fits converge again. The
brown bots show the resulting σρ. (Figure 8B by Hörhold et al. (2011))

The distinct layering in the firn and especially the increase of variability above
the FIT at a density of ρcl = 0.83 g cm−3 maintain the question if and where the
close-off density is reached by single layers. Individual layers with ρlayer = ρcl

can act as a sealing which inhibits exchange processes of enclosed air just be-
low the sealing with the air in the overlying firn column even before the mean
density reaches the pore close-off. This sealing effect would strongly shrink the
age distribution width of the entrapped air. If the horizontal spread of the
sealings is relatively small and the air can overcome them through horizontal
movement, they would be of no effect. However, if the spatial extent of them
is large enough to inhibit air exchange processes, sealings would be of large
influence on the age determination of the enclosed air. This would lead to a
minor delta age and thus a smaller age distribution.
Analyzing firn core data to reconstruct climate data always raises the question
of the universality of the achieved information and assumptions. Is the data
derived from a firn core representative and if so, what is the smallest depth
or time scale on which measurements on cores arrayed over a given area cor-
relate? In a study of Karlöf et al. (2006) these questions where addressed by
analyzing electrical and oxygen isotope measurements of five Antarctic firn
cores from DML in the frequency domain using wavelet methods. They found
no significant correlation of the oxygen-isotope records on any scale for any of
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the pairs. Only a weak trend towards higher correlations at longer time scales
up to 16 years. To establish significance in the correlations for this 16-year time
scale they found a record which comprises at least 380 years (approximately
30 m firn in DML) to be necessary. The electrical records showed common
signals on time scales of approximately 1-3 years. Only one electrical signal,
which was assigned to a well-known volcanic eruption 1, showed a significant
correlation in the 200-year record.

2.3 study site

The study sites of all investigations of the thesis are located around Kohnen
Station (75◦00 ′ S, 00◦04 ′ E, 2892 m a.s.l) in DML on the East Antarctic plateau.
The overview map of the Antarctic continent (Figure 12) shows its location
on the East Antarctic continent. The station is a german summer research
station (Oerter et al., 2009; Drücker et al., 2002) of the Alfred Wegener In-
stitute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven, Ger-
many (AWI) and situated on an ice divide originating at Dome F (southeast
from Kohnen Station).
Kohnen Station fulfills all environmental requirements to obtain firn samples

Figure 12: Map of Antarctica showing the location of the german summer research
station Kohnen Station in DML on the plateau of East Antarctica (map by
LIMA (2014)).

1 The eruption of the volcano Tambora in 1815 A.D.
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of good quality and resolution: the mean air temperature should always be
well below the freezing point, the accumulation rate is adequate to get distinct
annual layers and the flow velocity of the underlying ice sheet is low and ra-
dial as it is located on an ice divide.
The depth of the FIT used in the following of the thesis, was obtained by Weiler
(2008) using firn air extraction methods during the field season 2005/2006 at
Kohnen Station. Is was determined to occur at 86.7 m depth. Thus, under
consideration of the prevailing accumulation rate, a climate record of approxi-
mately 1000 years is stored in the firn column.
The annual mean temperature is around -46 ◦ C and the annual mean wind
speed on the plateau was measured as 4.5 m s−1 during the years 1998–2000
(Reijmer, 2001). During the austral summer (December - February) the air tem-
perature ranges between -20 ◦ C and -45 ◦ C (Drücker et al., 2002). During the
winter temperatures as low as -70 ◦ C were already recorded by the installed
Automatic Weather Station (AWS) 9. The main wind direction is from North-
east to East which corresponds to 65◦.
The mean annual accumulation rate, given in mm water equivalent, over the
last two centuries was determined to be around 62 mm w.eq. yr−1 (Oerter
et al., 2000). Approximately 10 % of the annual accumulation in this region
sublimates due to the negative latent heat flux. Due to the above described
climatic conditions no melting occurs at this site. This is of high importance,
as melt water would percolate into the snow and degrading the records stored
in the firn. Consequently, firn core records from this site provide undisturbed
proxy signals with a high temporal resolution.



3
H O R I Z O N TA L A N D T E M P O R A L VA R I A B I L I T Y O F T H E
S N O W S U R FA C E

This chapter1 focusses on a surface snow study on the plateau of Dronning
Maud Land (DML), East Antarctica. Simultaneous meteorological and glacio-
logical measurements were conducted to investigate the temporal and spatial
development of the surface over several weeks during an austral summer at
Kohnen Station. The focus of the glaciological investigations was put on the
Specific Surface Area (SSA) of the surface snow. Additionally, the density and
the isotopic composition of the snow samples was analyzed. The develop-
ment of the surface snow SSA is analyzed in connection with the prevailing
meteorological conditions and precipitation events. The meteorological data
comprise continuous measurements from an Automatic Weather Station (AWS)
and observations of prominent meteorological events. Finally, the results are
summarized and discussed with regard to the influence on the snow albedo
and the characteristics of the snow surface layer.

3.1 experimental setup and methods

In the following the experimental setup is introduced. The conditions and
selection criteria for the location of the sampling transect are described. Fur-
thermore, the sampling operation and the measurement method is described
in detail.

3.1.1 Observational setup

The sampling site was located about 500 m southeast from Kohnen Station
at 75◦ 5 ′ 41" S, 0◦ 12 ′ 35" E. An important selection criteria was the accessibility
during all weather conditions.
The transect had a length of 50 m and was oriented across the predominant
wind direction (Section 2.3). Every 2 m (spatial shift Δx) along the transect
a sample of the snow surface was taken (Figure 13). Thus, a total of 26 loca-
tions was sampled per day. The measurements started every day at 17:00 UTC.
The profile position was moved every day about ≈ 0.1 m (temporal shift Δy)

1 Klein et al.: Evolution of the specific surface area of snow and albedo by precipitation and
wind during austral summer at Kohnen Station, Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica, in prep. for
resubmission to Journal of Geophysical Research

29
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Figure 13: Selected location of the 50 m sampling transect and sketched sampling
method against the predominant wind direction.

against the predominant wind direction to get samples from an undisturbed
snow surface (Figure 13). Next to the measurement transect (2 - 3 m from the
first position at 0 m) a tent was build up which contained the measurement
equipement and as well the sampling tools.
At the beginning of the measurements an obvious sastruga was positioned be-
tween 16–17 m within the transect. It is well recognizable in the foreground of
Figure 13. Is was an additional selection criteria, that different snow features
(described in Section 2.1.1), are captured with the measurement transect.
The measurements started at 2012-12-07 and ended at 2013-01-25. In the fol-
lowing the dates are shortened with the Day Of Year (2012-2013) (DOY), which
indicates the number of the specific day in 2012 respectively 2013. Altogether
the data set spans a time period of 49 days and a total of 1274 samples were
taken.

3.1.2 Sampling procedure

The snow sampling device, a kind of piston (Figure 14b), cut cylindric snow
samples of 60 mm diameter and up to 30mm height out of the surface. The
final height of the sample depends on the compressibility of the surface snow.
As the sample container is only 25 mm deep, the snow piston mostly resects
larger samples than the sample container can comprise. Consequently, after
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cutting the cylindric snow sample out of the surface the potentially excessive
part at the bottom of the snow sample (at maximum 5 mm) has to cut-off.
Not until then the snow sample is pushed out of the piston into the sample
holder. The sample holder is a small container (Figure 14a), which is after-
wards placed into the holding fixture of the measurement device Ice Cube.
Apparently, loose snow of low density can easily be compacted during this
sampling procedure. However, this artificial densification does not influence
the determination of the snow SSA.

60mm
(inner diameter)

60mm

25mm
(inner height) 

25mm  

(a) Sample container

60mm
(inner diameter)

30mm
(inner height) 

(b) Snow sampler

Figure 14: Schematics of the snow sampling equipment: (a) The sample holder, a black
cylindric container, and (b) the snow sampler, a kind of piston.

3.1.3 Measurement device Ice Cube

The measurements of the SSA of the snow samples were carried out using the
Ice Cube device (Figure 15a) designed by A2-photonic Sensors (Grenoble INP
- Minatec, France). The main technology is derived directly from the system
described in Gallet et al. (2009) and based on the relationship between the IR
hemispherical reflectance of snow and the SSA. Ice Cube only uses one IR
wavelength (1310 nm). The light penetration depth at this wavelength, for a
density of the snow of 200 kg m−3, is about 1 cm. For SSA values in the range
of 5–130 m2 kg−1 the accuracy is about 10% of the total value.
To derive the SSA of the collected snow within the sample holder with the snow
is placed in Ice Cube under an integrating sphere and directly illuminated by
a collimated beam of a laser diode at 1310 nm (Figure 15b). The reflected
radiation is collected via the sphere by a photodiode and converted into a
voltage signal (mV). Using certified standards to get a signal-to-reflectance
calibration curve, the relative hemispherical IR reflectance is calculated. By
applying a radiative transfer model, the reflectance values are converted to the
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snow SSA. A detailed description of the measurement technique is given in
(Gallet et al., 2009).
Due to the high insolation in Antarctica the Ice Cube device was operated
in a tent at well defined low light conditions. The tent was situated next to
the sampling field. Thereby, Ice Cube was always used within the specified
working temperature (between -10◦C and -5◦C) and the setup was protected
from wind, drifting snow and direct solar insolation.

Snow
sampler

(„piston“)

(a) Ice Cube

Laser diode

Snow sample
(within sample holder)

Photo diode

Raw
signal 
(mV)

IR
Reflectance

(%)

Specific
Surface

Area
(m2/kg)

Integrating
sphere

Radiative
Transfer
Model

Calibration

(b) Working principle of Ice Cube

Figure 15: The measurements device Ice Cube to determine the SSA of the snow sam-
ples: (a) Picture of Ice Cube and the snow sampler (right) within the tent,
(b) Schematic working principle of Ice Cube.

3.1.4 Density and δ18O of the snow surface

The additional measurement of the density of each snow sample started at
2012-12-11 (DOY 346). By weighing each sample with a known volume the
bulk density was determined. As the samples consisting of loose snow, were
compressed during the sampling procedure the resulting density values are
disturbed. Thus, the analysis has to be conducted by assuming high measure-
ment errors. The uncertainty can be assumed as follows: Each cylindric snow
sample had a height of 25 mm and a diameter of 60 mm. The snow sampler
cuts a sample of 30 mm height out of the snow surface. Depending on the
snow features and its compressibility the lower 5 mm were cut-off before the
samples were filled into the sample container. In the case of light snow it was
better to compact a few millimeters in the container, so that the container was
completely filled, as it was required for the measurements with Ice Cube. In
the case of very loose surface snow, the snow tamper sometimes slip down
into the surface right after placing it onto the snow surface. The sampling was
aborted and a new surface had to be sampled. Consequently, the snow sam-
ples (especially of loose snow of low density) were compacted from an initial
height of 30–35 mm to 25 mm. This is a compaction rate of 20–25 %.
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After the weighing procedure the upper 1 cm of each snow sample was cut-
off and filled into plastic bags for the analysis of the stable water isotope
δ18O. The analysis were conducted in the laboratory at the Alfred Wegener
Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven, Ger-
many (AWI) in Bremerhaven after the field season. The procedure of the isotope
sampling is sketched in Figure 16. A small cutting tool was constructed to cut-
off the upper centimeter. The sampling container is turned onto the cutting
tool and the snow sample drops down into the slot. By sliding the container
along the guiding grooves of the cutting tool the surface is cut-off. Afterwards,
the isotope snow sample can directly pushed into the isotope sample bag.

cross section
through the cutting setup

1cm thick
snow sample

cutting
tool

 the sampling container is 
turned onto the cutting tool

Figure 16: Schematic of the snow sampling for isotopic analysis. The upper 1 cm of
each snow sample within the sample holder for the SSA measurements was
cut-off. (after J. Tell)

3.1.5 Meteorological data

The Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research Utrecht (IMAU), Utrecht
University operates since December 1997 the AWS 9 (see map in Figure 17),
close to Kohnen Station (van den Broeke et al., 2004). The distance to the tran-
sect was approximately 1 km. AWS 9 is maintained once per year and operates
year round. The data are logged on an hourly basis. For the following analysis
the measurements of the air temperature, the wind speed, the specific humid-
ity are and the radiation is used.
The shortwave radiation at the AWS is measured by a Kipp and Zonen CNR1,
which houses two CM3 and two CG3 sensors to measure incoming and outgo-
ing shortwave and long–wave broadband radiation fluxes, respectively (Kipp
and Zonen, 2002). During the austral summer 2012–2013 the sensors were lo-
cated about 2.5 m above the snow surface. The CNR 1 measures 99 % of the
reflected radiation in a radius corresponding to ten times the height of the
sensor. Consequently, an area of about 25 m radius was probed. This is com-
parable in scale to the transect length of 50 m, where the SSA measurements
were conducted.
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Figure 17: Regional map of the automatic weather stations (AWS) from The
Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research Utrecht (IMAU),
Utrecht University in Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica. (source:
http://www.projects.science.uu.nl/iceclimate/aws/maps.php)

The albedo α is determined by calculating the relationship between the mea-
sured incoming Sin and the reflected shortwave solar radiation Sout:

α = Sout/Sin , (3)

where Sout and Sin are the radiation sums around noon, so between 11 and
13 UTC, at the highest zenith angle. The radiation measurements from IMAU
are not re-calibrated or homogenized. The measured mean albedo was 0.83
from 1999–2001, 0.82 from 2002–2007 and 0.77 from 2008–2013. Each change
was caused by an instrument replacement. The systematic bias can not be cor-
rected easily.
Additionally, prominent meteorological events were documented, which caused
a noticeable change of the charateristics of the surface snow. The meteorologi-
cal data from AWS 9 were used to quantify these observations.

3.2 results

3.2.1 Spatiotemporal snow SSA development and meteorological influences

The spatiotemporal development of the SSA of the snow surface is presented
in Figure 18. The temporal mean SSA evolution is shown as the daily mean val-
ues over time in Figure 19. The starting date is 2012-12-07 (corresponding to
DOY 342) and the last day of the measurements is 2013-01-24 (corresponding to
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Figure 18: Spatial distribution of the specific surface area and its temporal evolution
over 49 days. The starting date was 2012-12-07 (DOY 342), the last day of
measurement 2013-01-24 (DOY 24). The distance between samples was 2 m.
Each discussed event (Table 1) with a noticeable change is indicated by a
numbered arrow (Fig. by Klein et al. (in prep. for resubmission)).

DOY 24). In the following the SSA evolution and the corresponding prevailing
meteorological conditions are described in detail:
In the initial phase of the SSA measurements (DOY 342–346), the daily spatial
profile of the snow SSA showed a few structures and a standard deviation of 4–
5 m2 kg−1 from a mean SSA around 38 m2 kg−1. The first prominent weather
event occurred on DOY 346. White-out conditions and approximately 2-3 mm
of fresh snow were observed. According to Birnbaum et al. (2006), in DML this
is called a heavy snowfall event. This event is recognizable quite well in the
snow SSA as an abrupt increase of almost 20 m2 kg−1. Even the mean SSA

reached 60 m2 kg−1 at this time.
As Ice Cube measures the reflected signal of approximately the upper 1 cm

of a snow sample, a kind of mean value for the surface layer is determined.
The fresh snow layer represented only a third of the measured snow volume,
which means that the measured SSA is much lower than the real SSA of these
fresh precipitation particles. Consequently, this measurement technique under-
estimates the SSA and overestimates the grain size for thin precipitation layers.
The SSA increased fastly and spatial differences were reduced after the snow-
fall event. The SSA along the profile appeared spatially homogeneous. Two
days later, at DOY 348, the spatial diversity of the snow SSA appeared again at
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Table 1: Prominent meteorological events during the sampling period in December
2012 until January 2013 at Kohnen Station in DML, Antarctica.

Event sampling day DOY Date Description

No. (2012-2013)

1 5 346 2012-12-11 snowfall, white-out

2 12 353 2012-12-18 sunny

3 18 359 2012-12-24 diamond dust

4 25 366 2012-12-31 cloudy, windy

5 28 3 2013-01-03 hoar frost

6 31 6 2013-01-06 sunniest, warmest day

of the season

7 32 7 2013-01-07 cloudy, windy

8 35 10 2013-01-10 strong drift, cloudy

9 36 11 2013-01-11 white-out, strong wind

(> 20 kn)

9a 38-40 13-15 2013-01-13 to 15 appearance of

glazed surfaces

10 41 16 2013-01-16 no wind, change to

very hard surface

11 46 21 2013-01-21 formation of surface hoar

the similar positions as before.
In general, the SSA and its spatial pattern was observed to be linked with the
topography within the measurement transect. At the position of the dune at
16–17 m (Figure 13), for example, the SSA is relatively low (20–25 m2 kg−1 at
position 18 m) compared to measurements at other positions of the surround-
ing snow surface. However, also at other locations (8 m, 32 m and 42 m) the
measured SSA persists at values around 25 m2 kg−1 while the SSA of the snow
at the remaining positions were measured to be around 40-50 m2 kg−1. This
pattern remained until DOY 357 and developed more or less continuously over
time with no abrupt change.

The next event occurred two days later at DOY 359: a significant amount of
precipitation falling as diamond dust (about 1 mm) was observed. The near-
surface 2-m temperature increased to values above -15 ◦C and the specific
humidity was exceptionally high. The small diamond dust particles did not
accumulate homogeneously, but were deposited at single positions: 2 m, 20 m
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Figure 19: Temporal evolution of the specific surface area. The meteorological events
(Table 1) are indicated with numbers (Fig. by Klein et al. (in prep. for
resubmission)).

and 34 m. Here the measured SSA reached values higher than 60 m2 kg−1.
The accumulation area were observed to be small topographic dips. The snow
surface located at 20 m with the transect was located next to the initial dune
formation. Due to the large range of measured values, the standard deviation
increased to 12 m2 kg−1. The high SSA signals originating from the deposited
diamond dust particles were measured for two further days. Ongoing meta-
morphism of these particles result to a mean SSA of 30.8 m2 kg−1 at DOY 363.
The measurements from the samples at 20 m reflect this development over
these 4 days nicely. Furthermore, acting wind with increasing wind speeds ac-
celerated this development and caused additionally drifting snow that eroded
the surface.
The SSA values measured along the transect homogenized again for two days.
At the last day of the year 2012 (at DOY 366) fine grained snow was deposited
at the positions 2 m and 36 m. The snow at the other positions did not change
in SSA. This local deposition could be linked to drifting snow and wind speeds
exceeding 5 m s−1, which is the lower limit for the occurrence of drifting snow
(Birnbaum et al., 2010).
The next prominent meteorological event was observed at DOY 3 and caused

by hoar frost. The single filigree rime formations were observed to have
lengths of more than 5 mm, depending on the grew location of the hoar frost.
The snow SSA along the whole measurement transect increased from a mean
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of 33.6 m2 kg−1 before the hoar frost event to a mean of 47 m2 kg−1 after the
deposition of hoar frost at the surface. This small rime particles influenced the
surface snow SSA during the following three days.
The sunniest and warmest day of the season was DOY 6: cloudless sky was
observed and temperatures up to -10◦C were measured during the day. It was
absolutely calm with almost no wind (a maximum 0.2 m s−1). The SSA mea-
surements at this day were nearly homogeneous over the transect with values
ranging between 30 and 40 m2 kg−1. A small intermediate event can be seen
in Figure 19: the mean value increased from 33.7 m2 kg−1 to 38.6 m2 kg−1 dur-
ing one day. This increase in the mean SSA was caused by local SSA increases
within the transect, as can be seen in Figure 18. These in turn were caused by
cloudy and windy weather conditions, which caused drifting snow and thus
local deposition and redistribution. During the following days a continuous
decrease in the SSA was observed.
After sunny conditions at DOY 10 the weather conditions changed at DOY 11
to overcast and stormy conditions. The wind speed increased and exceeded
10 m s−1 so that blowing snow (event no. 7 in Table 1) was observed. The
following day (event no. 8) the second white-out event during this season oc-
curred, exactly one month after the first one, with still stormy wind conditions.
The consequences of the very prominent, stormy event are recognizable in the
measured SSA values with a few days offset. The spatial diversity of the sur-
face snow disappeared mostly and the SSA values decreased along the entire
transect. During these stormy days the conditions for the measurements were
very difficult because of blowing snow. The collected snow samples contained
more or less exclusively redistributed, loose drift snow. Just after the weather
conditions calmed, is was possible to see the large impact of this strong wind
event in the SSA measurements. The measured values decreased until DOY 15
to a mean between 25.5–28.5 m2 kg−1. The SSA measurements until DOY 24 (the
last day of the measurements) ranged between 22.1 m2 kg−1 and 33.3 m2 kg−1.
Thus, the variability of the daily SSA measurements in the last period remained
constant within the measurement accuracy of Ice Cube.

During the last period many glazed surfaces emerged on the snow surface
and the topography was almost flat. High snow dunes, sastrugi and surface
level differences nearly disappeared. The stormy days changed the snow char-
acteristics significantly. This was observed nicely in the pattern as well as in
the level of the measured SSA values of the surface snow (Figure 18).
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Figure 20: (a)-(c) Meteorological data from the AWS 9 at Kohnen Station (daily means
are calculated in a sliding window of 24 hours), (d) isotope record δ18O
from the surface snow, (e) daily means of the surface snow SSA and (f)
the corresponding standard deviations from the mean SSA, (g) broadband
albedo (calculated based on the hourly radiation measurements between 11-
13 UTC) and parameterized albedo determined from the SSA mean values
using Gardner and Sharp (2010) (Eq. 7) and a correction from Kuipers
Munneke et al. (2011) (Eq. 11). Starting date: 2012-12-07 (DOY 342), last day:
2013-01-24 (DOY 24).
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3.2.2 Vertical snow SSA profiles

The temporal change of three vertical SSA profiles down to 0.5 m depth, which
were measured during the measurement period is shown in Figure 21. The
temporal evolution of the upper layers shows a trend to decreasing SSA values.
The snow SSA in the 0.5 m deep trenches was determined with a vertical res-
olution of 0.05 m. The chronologically first profile in Figure 21 (blue curve)
was measured at the end of december 2012 and shows a high SSA in the upper
0.25 m of the snow cover followed by a rapid decrease down to 0.5 m. The
other two SSA profiles (yellow, red) were measured at the beginning and at
the end of January 2013. At this time the SSA of the surface layers decreased,
so that the profile exhibits a much lower SSA gradient over depth. Hence, the
vertical SSA profiles confirm the seasonal trend observed in the surface mea-
surements.
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Figure 21: Temporal evolution of three vertical SSA profiles of 0.5 m depth. The gray
bars show the 10% uncertainty of the measurements.

3.2.3 Surface snow density

As described in Section 3.1.4 the absolute density, especially the low density
values, are biased due to the compaction during the sampling procedure. By
calculating the median of the daily density measurements the influence of
this error should be reduced. Figure 22 shows the mean of the surface snow
SSA and the median of the surface snow density. The axis of the density is
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Figure 22: Daily mean values of the density (blue) and the SSA (black) of the snow
surface. The median of the density (lightblue) shows higher values, due to
some outliers in the data.

reversed. The trend of the (flipped) density show a similar development and
an anti-correlation of the SSA and the density at the surface. This is expected
as is was already observed from Freitag et al. (2004). Their results showed a
negative grain size–density correlation in the near–surface firn and a positive
correlation in the deeper firn.

3.2.4 Isotopic composition of the snow surface

The spatial δ18O records of the snow surface between the end of December
2012 and the end of January 2013 along the SSA transect are shown Figure 23.
The higher the values, the higher the temperature at the time of deposition at
the snow surface.
At the position of the dune (at 18 m) the δ18O record shows a maximum,
which is the most stationary location within the transect. Thus, the spatial
mean of δ18O exhibit an absolute maximum at this location. Between 32–36 m
the absolute minimum of the mean δ18O can be observed and a comparable
high temporal variability.
Around 26 m the spatial δ18O profile flips from a local maximum around -
35 � until the strong wind period between DOY 9–11 (Figure 20) to values
around only -40 �. A similar development, but less abrupt, can be observed
at the position 32–34 m (the minimum of the mean δ18O). At the locations
10 m, 28 m and 42 m along the transect the isotope profile exhibits an inverse
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Figure 23: (a) Daily δ18O isotope records (colored) of the in the surface snow and the
mean (black) along the transect. (b) Daily SSA profiles the snow surface
(colored) and the mean SSA (black). The isotope sampling was conducted
from DOY 363 (2012-12-28) until the end of the measurement period at DOY

24 (2013-01-24). The color code in (a) is valid for both plots. The additional
color code for SSA profiles before DOY 363 are leaved out as they are not of
interest for the analysis.
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flip. The δ18O values increased rapidly by about +5–10 � before (blueish col-
ors in Figure 23) the storm event and afterwards (greenish colors in Figure 23).
At 10 m and 42 m the effect of the strong wind period (brownish colors in
Figure 23) is very pronounced. At the position 42 m the δ18O values dropped
from -40 � at DOY 7 to -46 � at DOY 10 and 11. At 10 m even a minimum of
-47 � was reached at DOY 10. Between 32–36 m within the transect the highest
δ18O value during the measurement can be observed.
These flips or switches in the δ18O profile can be assigned to deposition or
erosion processes, which especially occurred during the strong wind event
during DOY 10–11. If the δ18O flip from low values to high values this can be
(during the summer period) called a deposition process: snow that was formed
during warmer air temperatures than the surface snow before is deposited on
the surface. If in turn the δ18O switches from high values to low values this
is called an erosion process: snow that was formed at warmer air temperatures
vanished and snow formed at lower air temperatures is exposed. Snow sur-
faces that exhibit surface exchange processes (erosion and deposition) are in
the following named variable surfaces.

Using the isotope records the degree of surface snow exchange can be de-
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Figure 24: Scatterplot of the spatial mean values of the surface isotope records δ18O
and the surface SSA of the snow. The correlation coefficient r between both
series is noted in the box.

termined. Locations with high exchange of the surface snow show a larger
variation around the local mean δ18O and locations with low surface exchange
show low local δ18O variations. Consequently, the dune position is named a
stationary surface type.
The relationship between the mean SSA (Figure 23b) and δ18O of the snow sur-
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face over space are shown in Figure 24. No correlation is found between both
spatial mean records.

3.2.5 Broadband albedo of the snow

The mean broadband albedo for each day is calculated from the solar incom-
ing and outgoing radiation around noon from 11 to 13 UTC. The result αnoon

is shown in Figure 20 (g, yellow). The radiation measurements as well as
the SSA measurements cover a snow surface of 50 m width (Section 3.1.5 and
Section 3.1.1). The AWS is located close to Kohnen Station and the SSA mea-
surement transect was approximately 800–900 m apart from the station. This
leads to a spatial distance of approximately 1 km. Thus, a different snow sur-
face was measured. However, both locations are sufficiently in the vicinity of
each other so that a similar development can be expected.
Differences can be linked to cloudy sky. In this case the measured solar in-
coming radiation was considerably lower. This effect can be observed in the
measurements for example during DOY 10–13, which was the period with the
occurring strong wind events accompanied by a white-out with blowing snow
(see Table 1). Clouds have a very strong impact on albedo (Wiscombe and War-
ren, 1980; Liljequist, 1956; Kuipers Munneke, 2009): On the one hand, clouds
diffuse the incoming direct radiation. Since the albedo depends on solar angle
and diffuse radiation has an effective zenith angle of about 50◦ this will affect
the albedo. On the other hand, clouds change the spectral composition of the
incoming radiation. They filter the radiation in the near-infrared where spec-
tral albedo of snow is low. As a result the broadband albedo increases.
Figure 20 (g) show the albedo αnoon (yellow), calculated from the AWS radia-
tion data, and a parametrization of the broadband albedo αSSA (brown). The
parametrization from Eq. 7 in Gardner and Sharp (2010) is:

αSSA = 1.48− SSA−0.07 (4)

Since Equation 4 was derived for a subarctic summer profile at sea level, the
albedo is overestimate in the present case. The lower pressure and cleaner
atmosphere over Antarctica will result in a lower albedo from the SSA mea-
surements. To account for this a correction function from Eq. 11 in Kuipers
Munneke et al. (2011) is used:

dαp = 0.03247 ln
( p

1538.8

)
(5)

Thus, the broadband albedo is parameterized using the surface snow SSA mea-
surements and the daily mean of the surface pressure level measured by the
AWS 9:

αparam = αSSA − dαp (6)
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Figure 25: Scatterplot of the broadband albedo from the AWS9 versus the daily mean
SSA of the measurements.

The parametrization is used to calculate the resulting broadband albedo of
the snow surface using our SSA measurements. The level of the parametrized
albedo αparam (αparam = 0.79) and the measured albedo αnoon (αnoon =

0.77) differs only by 0.02. The reasons for the small remaining offset are, as
described in Section 3.1.5, due to the systematic bias in the radiation mea-
surements of the AWS. The results of the parameterized albedo show that a
decrease of the daily mean SSA corresponds to an albedo decrease from 0.81
to 0.78 (Equation 6 and Figure 20 F). This means a decrease in the albedo of
approximately 5% in less than 7 weeks.
Using Equation 1 the optical equivalent grain radius is calculated. The result
shows an increase from an initial radius of 80 μm at the beginning of December
2012 to a maximum of 127 μm at the end of January 2013, which is equivalent
to the decrease of the SSA from 41 m2 kg−1 to 27 m2 kg−1.
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3.3 summary and discussion

The SSA at the surface in DML during the measurement period in the austral
summer 2012/2013 evolved based on meteorological events (Table 1). The
resulting development of the surface snow SSA showed a decrease with a step-
wise or cascading shape. Conspicuous changes of the SSA from day to day up
to ΔSSA d−1 = 13 m2 kg−1 were observed. Each of these steps was terminated
by an meteorological event.
Days with a high spatial variability of SSA alternate with days of little spatial
variability. Temporally, a slow daily decrease rate of 0.24 m2 kg−1 d−1 dur-
ing the observation period was observed. This decrease is interspersed with
rapidly increasing spikes due to precipitation and a much faster decrease of
SSA of the order of 4 m2 kg−1 d−1. An increase in SSA was always caused by
meteoric deposition of ice in the form of precipitation particles or surface hoar
(Table 1).
In the 0.5 m profiles (Figure 21) a decrease in the vertical SSA gradient is ob-
served. The first vertical profile, measured at the end of december (2012-12-21),
shows a high SSA in the first 0.25 m, and a rapid decrease of 50% down to the
layers below in 0.5 m depth. The vertical SSA profiles taken in January are
missing layers with a similar high SSA.
The δ18O isotope records along the measurement transect confirm the high
spatial variability of the snow surface. Dunes are observed to be stationary
surfaces, as they exhibited low temporal variability of δ18O values. Addition-
ally, other locations that experienced erosion or deposition during the stormy
time period were localized.
Taking into account the accuracy of Ice Cube, which is around 10%, the mean
value of the daily SSA measurements of the surface snow shows a significant
seasonal trend: a decrease of around 45% over the austral summer period. The
mean of the surface snow SSA values decreased from 40.7 m2 kg−1 at the be-
ginning and a maximum of 60 m2 kg−1 one week after the beginning of our
measurements to values around 27.5 m2 kg−1 at the end of the observation
period.
At least 10 points of measurements were needed to cover the variability within
the measurement accuracy. Covering the spatial SSA variability of the snow
surface to remove these variations from the time series of the SSA (by aver-
aging over all daily measurements) a measurement transect with a length of
around 50 m and 26 measurement points were found to be adequate but also
necessary.
The optically equivalent grain radius, calculated by Equation 1, developed
from an initial radius of 90 μm at the beginning of December 2012 to an abso-
lute minimum of 60 μm a few days later and reached a maximum of 120 μm
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at the end of January 2013. The measured density of the SSA samples, which
were often compacted during extraction, was between 320–350 kg m−3.
SSA decrease in general is driven by snow metamorphism driven by tem-
perature gradients (Cabanes et al., 2002, 2003; Legagneux, 2004; Kaempfer
and Schneebeli, 2007; Taillandier et al., 2007; Dominé et al., 2007; Pinzer and
Schneebeli, 2009). They are caused by the so-called solid greenhouse effect (Brandt
and Warren, 1993; Picard et al., 2012): The uppermost snow surface, the air–
snow interface cools by long–wave (thermal infrared) emission whereas the
shortwave (solar) incoming radiation is absorbed and thus heats up the upper
cm of the snow cover. The short term decreases in each cascade in the SSA data
can in turn only be explained with simultaneously acting snow metamorphism
through alternating temperature gradients (Pinzer and Schneebeli, 2009) and
mixing of fresh and older snow particles through wind.
Each beginning of a new cascade section was linked to a meteorological event
like precipitation or surface hoar formation and divides the summer evolution
of the snow SSA in single development phases with decreasing SSA. These pre-
cipitation events influenced the surface SSA for only a few and at most 5 days
before the SSA reached its initial values again. An important finding regard-
ing the precipitation is that it is not the amount but the frequency and time
intervals of the single precipitation events that have the highest and longest
impact on the SSA and thus albedo increase. The longer the time step between
the single events the lower is the increasing effect on the SSA. Thus, constant
very low precipitation or frost events that deposit only 1 mm of fresh snow
particles on the surface are more important than rare and strong precipitation
events. They raise the SSA and thus the albedo more effectively than rare and
stronger events. This effect is higher the more even the deposition events are
distributed over the summer season.
At Kohnen Station katabatic winds are dominant (Birnbaum et al., 2010). The
average of the 2 m wind speed during the measurement period was about
4.3 m s−1. The lower threshold for drifting snow in the literature was found to
be 5 m s−1. The mean wind speed is very close to this threshold. The complete
measurements on an hourly basis show, that the wind speed reached, except
during the very calm period (DOY 4-10) before the stormy days, nearly every
day values above 5 m s−1. Increasing wind speeds that lead to drifting (above
5 m s−1) or even blowing snow (above 10 m s−1) occurred simultaneously
with decreases in the SSA (Figure 20). As mentioned before, our measure-
ments showed, that alternating temperature gradient metamorphism was the
predominant type of snow metamorphism. This caused a weakening of the
snow bonds and led to a dimishing erosion resistance threshold during sum-
mer. These loose connected grains can easily be remobilized and redistributed
through wind. Consequently, the requirements for slight but steady redistri-
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Figure 26: Map of the increase of the grain-index increase (average 1999-2010) in aus-
tral summer (1 december to 15 january) from Picard et al. (2012). South
Pole and DML show noticeable high grain-index increases.

bution of loose rounded grains of the snow surface were met most of the time
during our measurement period.
As Domine et al. (2009) showed, remobilization of a surface snow layer through
wind leads to grain coarsening and a decrease in the SSA due to sublimation
of airborne snow grains. These particular wind and snow conditions limit the
SSA increasing impact of precipitation and make DML a special region regard-
ing the SSA or grain size development of the surface snow.
Connecting the findings to Picard et al. (2012) show, that the present study
can support their results. Furthermore, an explanation for the low impact of
precipitation can be given: Their main statement is, that projected increases
in precipitation in Antarctica will be able to overcompensate the increase in
grain size respectively the decrease in albedo due to global warming (increas-
ing temperatures). They observed high grain size (index) increases especially
in regions with low precipitation amounts of 2-3 mm acc. per summer. The
sites DML, South Pole and to a lesser extent also Dome C as well as the area
around Vostok were found to be regions with high grain size increases (see
Figure 26). The present results in DML show similar high grain size increases
during the summer. Additionally, it is shown, that Kohnen Station in DML is a
site with very low summer precipitation even if the annual accumulation rate
with 62 mm w.eq. yr−1 is relatively high compared to other sites on the Antarc-
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tic plateau. In a study of Picard et al. (2012) a threefold increase in grain size
was estimated, which caused an increase in albedo (calculated) of almost 0.03.
The present results show an multiplication factor of 1.6 for the the grain size
and, according to the meteorological observations, a decrease of the surface
albedo of about 0.04 (from 0.75 to 0.71).
The main findings here, beside supporting the statements of Picard et al. (2012),
are observations that help to understand the reasons for DML being a site of
extraordinary low accumulated summer precipitation and thus a region with
high grain size increases: Precipitation during the summer period has to be
accumulated frequently with little time intervals to have the highest influence
on the SSA development and increases the values effectively. Wind and con-
sequently redistribution of snow was found to limit the effect of precipitation.
Accordingly, accumulated precipitation during the summer is found to be so
low in this region. Moreover, it is nearly constantly redistributed by wind.

3.4 conclusion

This study provides the first dataset of the seasonal surface snow SSA develop-
ment of the East Antarctic plateau (Klein et al., in prep. for resubmission). The
measured spatial variability indicated that the snow surface consist of various
snow types from different depositions, that could not be explained with the
topography. The surface snow consists of compact, stationary surfaces, which
are changed due to their non-portable character, and loose, variable surfaces.
The snow of the variable surfaces is permanently exchanged and redistributed
depending on the prevailing wind conditions. The temporal evolution of the
surface snow SSA in DML during our measurement period in the austral sum-
mer 2012/2013 resulted in a cascading decrease determined by meteorological
events. Furthermore, the signature in the snow grain size at one of the three
hotspots with the highest increase in grain size during summer, DML, which
was derived from satellite microwave data by Picard et al. (2012) can be con-
firmed. Also, absolute values for the snow grain size in DML via snow SSA

measurements instead of the grain size index (which consists a composite of
temperature and snow grain size) can be provided. The surface snow SSA de-
creased from 60 m2 kg−1 to values around 27.5 m2 kg−1 at the end of the
summer season 2012/2013.
Additionally, the study provides an understanding of the process how smallest
amounts of precipitation can act as drivers for the SSA development and cor-
respondingly influences the albedo. The frequency of precipitation events as
well as the occurrence of wind were found to be important processes. The de-
velopment of the surface snow SSA in DML is affected by fast increases (through
precipitation or deposition events) and slow decreases back to the initial value
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before.
The regional meteorology seems to be important for future investigations of
the grain size and thus the albedo development in Antarctica. In DML, were
katabatic winds are prominent, redistribution restricts the effect of precipi-
tation on the SSA and thus its inhibiting effect on the positive snow-albedo
feedback. Furthermore, it mobilized the small amount of 1–2 mm of summer
precipitation and thus influences the stratigraphic accumulation signal in the
upper snow cover.
Further investigations are needed in regions where diamond dust is the main
source of precipitation and nearly calm wind conditions are present. These
are mostly very high regions, like Dome F on the East Antarctic plateau. Also,
more studies in regions with similar conditions like DML should be carried out
to further corroborate our findings.

from snow to firn variability The results of this study of the small
scale variability of the snow grain size and density show, that the snow sur-
face undergoes a significant change during the austral summer. The summer
snow surface is not homogeneous and shows a spatial variability. At the end
of the summer the snow surface features at Kohnen Station in DML are mainly
characterized by glazed surfaces. Most dune structures vanished. The accumu-
lation during the austral summer is very low in the vicinity of Kohnen Station
on the East Antarctic plateau with at maximum 2 mm of precipitation during
December and January in the austral summer 2012/2013. This was confirmed
by a nearby field with accumulation sticks (pers. comm. S. Kipfstuhl). Dur-
ing the austral winter the bulk of the annual snow accumulation is deposited
which metamorphes slowly due to missing insolation and very low tempera-
tures. Unfortunately, it is not possible to observe the variability of the winter
surface in this area. Thus, no information can be given about the development
of the variability of the surface snow during an entire annual cycle.
However, this rather marked seasonality needs to be taken into account when
interpreting isotopic values as yearly mean temperature. As almost no sum-
mer precipitation was observed during the field season, the question arises
how the summer signal is deposited into the firn column. One possibility is,
that precipitation during the beginning and/or the end of the summer (spring
and autumn) form the isotopic and thus the temperature signal.
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H O R I Z O N TA L A N D V E RT I C A L VA R I A B I L I T Y O F F I R N
P R O P E RT I E S

This chapter focusses on the study on five Antarctic firn cores from Dronning
Maud Land (DML). The horizontal and vertical variability is investigated and
discussed with respect to spatial extension of layers in the deeper firn. By
using conductivity data gained from Dielectric Profiling (DEP) measurements,
longterm mean accumulation rates at all five locations are determined and
compared regarding temporal and spatial variability.
The impurity concentrations in the firn are measured using continuous flow
analysis, as well as analysis techniques to determine the concentrations in
discrete samples. The vertical density–impurity correlation and the horizontal
relationship between the ion concentrations of various elements in nearby firn
cores is determined.
High resolution density measurements of the firn cores are analyzed regarding
similarities by calculating a running correlation between two records down to
a depth of around 89 m, just below the Firn–Ice–Transition (FIT). Prior to that
the records are prepared using filter techniques. Furthermore, a technique is
introduced to shift firn core records to the same depth-age scale by assigning
peaks in electrical measurements to volcanic horizons of known age.
Finally, the results are summarized and discussed regarding similarities in
the accumulation rate, horizontal differences in the impurity content and the
density layering of the firn cores.

4.1 study setup

In Figure 27 an overview on the five firn cores analyzed in the following is
given. The firn core B401 serves as the base for all comparisons. The density
and dielectric properties are analyzed for all cores in the same resolution. The
impurity content is analyzed vertically over the complete length of B40 and
horizontally in two depth horizons across the remaining four firn cores B41,
B42, B50, B52. These depth horizons are selected to contain a volcano stratum
(v2 and v3). Consequently, the relative depth assignment between the impurity
concentration of the cores is certain.

1 Firn or ice cores drilled by the Alfred Wegener Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine
Research, Bremerhaven, Germany (AWI) are just named with an increasing number according
to the drilling time which is combined with a preceding "B".
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Figure 27: Schematic overview of the analysed parameters at the five firn cores B40,
B41, B42, B50 and B52: DEP (red), density (green), impurities (blue). As the
DEP and the radioscopic density measurements are non-destructive meth-
ods the color bars are placed behind the cores. The impurity measurements
are destructive methods, as they consume core material.

The distances in Figure 27 are shown schematically and are not true to scale.
The absolute coordinates are given in Table 2. The firn cores B41, B42, B50
and B52 are selected to have an increasing distance to base core B40 to study
differences and spatial extensions of characteristics according to their distances.
B40 and B41 are nearby firn cores with only a distance of 3 m. B40 and B42
are 12 m apart from each other. B50 is located on the same connecting line
as B40–B42 with a distance of approximately 1000 m to B40. B52 is located
rectangular to this connecting line with a distance of approximately 13000 m
to B40. All five firn cores are drilled to a depth of 110–200 m (Table 2).

4.2 measurement and analysis methods

The conducted analysis methods to measure the density in high-resolution, the
electrical properties and the ion concentrations in the firn cores are described
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Table 2: Geographical coordinates and drilling depths of the firn cores B40, B41, B42,
B50 and B52 drilled during the season 2012/2013 in the vicinity of Kohnen
Station in DML, Antarctica.

Firn core Longitude Latitude Drilling depth (m)

B40 0.0679◦E 75.00073◦S 200

B41 0.0679◦E 75.00070◦S 110

B42 0.0678◦E 75.00062◦S 112

B50 0.0798◦E 75.00911◦S 136

B52 0.4313◦E 74.93273◦S 143

in the following. Additionally, the resulting resolution and data quality is
given.

4.2.1 Density measurements using 2D-radioscopic imaging

The density of the firn cores was derived from core-scale 2D-radioscopic imag-
ing (Freitag et al., 2013a) using an X-ray microfocus computer tomograph (ICE-
CT). The method is developed to quantify density variations on firn samples
with low porosity in high resolution and quality. Figure 28 shows the mea-
surement setup inside the cold lab of the ICE-CT. The density profiles are
determined by the means of recorded X-ray images transmitted through firn
core segments.

In the following the scanning and calculation routine will be described in
short after Freitag et al. (2013a) with some slight modifications:
The 2-dimensional image of the firn core is generated by a synchronized move-
ment of the source and the detector along the vertical axis parallel to the firn
core. Figure 28 shows the principle of the scanning routine. By composing the
centre lines from each image a continuous image of a one meter long core can
be generated.
The energy of the bremsstrahlung emitting X-ray tube is limited by the accel-
eration voltage of the source tube. Based on the Beer-Lambert law about the
attenuation of the radiation intensity after the transmission of absorbing ma-
terial, the transmitted intensity It which is captured from the detector, can be
described as a function of the travel distance τice through the ice matrix:

It(τice) =

∫
dIe(E)

dE
e−kice(E)τicedE , (7)

with the attenuation coefficient kice which depends on the energy E of the in-
coming radiation. The relationship between transmission and travel distance
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Figure 28: The 2d-radioscopy setup using the ICE-CT at the AWI: (a) A one-meter firn
core (B42, bag83) inside of the cold laboratory of the computer tomograph
at -15◦C. (b) The tomograph with the X-ray source on the left and the detec-
tor encased and protected against temperature damages on the right. An
ice core is already placed in the middle inside of the black carbon cylinder.
(c) Schematic view of the X2D-scanning routine for the density analysis (by
Freitag et al. (2013a)).

It(τice) is determined empirically by using a set of pure ice calibration cubes
of known geometry. Using the resulting calibration curve the transmitted in-
tensities (recorded as a 12 bit grey value) are transferred to travel distances in
pure ice. By applying an edge (detection) filter on the radioscopic image, the
margins of the core are detected and with these the core radius and centre are
determined. In the following, the length of the path of the X-rays through the
firn is can be calculated for each pixel. From the relation of the complete travel
distance of the X-rays to the length of the path through the firn the fraction of
ice at the position of this pixel is calculated.
By multiplying the ice fraction with the density of ice ρice = 0.919 g cm−3 at
the working temperature T = -14◦C of the cold laboratory the firn density for
each pixel is obtained and thus a density field for each segment of the firn core.
The vertical density profile is now determined by averaging over a horizontal
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density field of each 50 pixel (corresponding to approximately 5 mm) along
the firn core axis.
The measurement setup used for to obtain high resolution density profiles for

Table 3: Measurement setup of the X2D-radioscopy to obtain high resolution density
profiles.

tube voltage tube current exposure time detector binning n spatial resolution

Utube (kV) Itube (μA) t (ms) (n-fold) (μm)

140 480 110 8 118

the firn cores B40, B41, B42, B50 and B52 are given in Table 3. The resulting
vertical resolution of each density profile is around 0.15 mm.
The high quality of the firn cores lead to a very low error of the resulting
density profiles. The uncertainty for the density determined using the X2D-
technique is given to be around 0.01 g cm−3 for a deviation of 1 mm of the
measured firn core radius (Freitag et al., 2013a). As the radius of each core
segment was determined accurately (Figure 28a) and the firn cores had a very
regular shape, a maximum uncertainty of 0.01 g cm−3 is assumed in the fol-
lowing.
Additional gains in the quality of the resulting data is reached by a simultane-
ous analysis of the grey-scale coded intensity images and the corresponding
determined density profiles. This enables to delete outliers in the density pro-
files if a core break or scratch is pictured in the particular radioscopy. Conse-
quently, high resolution and high quality density profiles were generated for
all five firn cores 2D-radioscopic imaging.

4.2.2 Dielectric profiling - DEP

The electrical properties of ice cores respond to the chemical compounds stored
with the core. Volcanic eruptions cause aerosol fallout and result in an increase
of the acidity (H+), which is mainly sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and to a lesser de-
gree hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acid (HCl and HF) (Karlöf et al., 2000) and
occur as isolated peaks, which are set apart from the background signal. Thus,
measuring the electrical properties of ice or firn cores is a well-established
and powerful tool to determine the timescale. There are two kinds of electri-
cal property measurements used in the community to detect volcanic signals:
Electrical Conductivity Measurement (ECM) and DEP. The ECM method mea-
sures the direct current conductivity of the firn and thus reflects the the acidity
of the sample. The DEP method reacts to both, the acid and the total salt con-
tent. The DEP technique is a capacitive method that determines the electrical
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Figure 29: Schematic of the DEP instrument principle.

properties of ice at a frequency above the Debye relaxation (Wilhelms, 1996).
The method has been first described by Moore and Paren (1987) and was im-
proved by Wilhelms et al. (1998).
The measurement device is in principle a bent, shielded plate capacitor aligned
to the shape of the ice core (see schematic in Figure 29). The ice core is yielded
as a dielectric medium (Wilhelms, 2000). By using a LCR meter (inductance
L, capacitance C, resistance R) the relative dielectric permittivity and the high-
frequency conductivity (in μS m−1) are measured. Both parameters are depen-
dent on the density and the frequency. The AWI-DEP, which was used for the
analysis in this thesis, was developed by Wilhelms (2000). The measurements
shown in the following were carried out at a frequency of 250kHz.

4.2.3 Discrete impurity sampling and analysis

To obtain impurity concentration records with a precise depth allocation, a
discrete sampling method was chosen. Because this is a very time consuming
technique and the main goal was to compare ion concentration from the differ-
ent cores with each other, specific depths horizons were selected. The selection
was done using the DEP conductivity profiles of the firn cores (see Figure 30).
The reason is, that in the exact depth horizon of a volcanic deposition in the
firn or ice the dating is the most certain.

For the discrete sampling the longitudinal cut was conducted according to
the scheme in Figure 31. The core section B, almost a quarter firn core, was
used for the discrete sampling along the vertical axis of the core. In the upper
depth horizon around 27 m at a density around 0.6 g cm−3 2 cm resolution was
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Figure 30: DEP conductivity profiles from all five firn cores used to select the depths
horizons for the discrete impurity sampling (gray shaded bars): The upper
horizon was selected around a dominant conductivity peak between 26–
28 m. The selected lower horizon is around the following dominant peak
between 59–61 m.

selected according to the variations/layers in the density profiles (Figure 59).
In the deeper firn around 60 m and a density around 0.75 g cm−3 a vertical
resolution of 1 cm was chosen due to the smaller layers in the density profiles
(Figure 60). Therefore, a larger cross-section for the lower firn core cutting
was necessary, even if the material is more dense and provides more melted
material for the analysis.

The four steps of the sampling procedure are shown in Figure 32: First the
total length of the core sections has to be measured (a, upper left). Second,
the firn core section has to be decontaminated with a (steel) microtome-knife
(b, lower left). The third step is the marking of cutting lines for the discrete
samples with 1 or 2 cm distance (depending on the depth regime of the fin
core section) with a ceramic knife (c, upper right). The fourth step is the cut-
ting of the samples (d, lower right). This was done with a teflon coated saw.
The samples were supposed to fall directly into the sampling bag to avoid re-
contamination.
The impurity concentrations within the sampled firn core slices were quanti-

fied using standard Ion Chromatography (IC) and Inductively Coupled Plasma
Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS):
The basic principle of the IC is, that ions are seperated based on their affinity
to the ion exchanger. Ionic species separate differently depending on species
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Figure 31: Scheme of the longitudinal cut through a firn core cross-section: (a) for the
upper depth horizon around 27 m at a density around 0.6 g cm−3 and (b)
for the lower horizon around 60 m at a density around 0.75 g cm−3. Section
B (red) was used for the discrete impurity analysis.

type and size. Sample solutions pass through a pressurized chromatographic
column, where ions are absorbed by column constituents. As an ion extraction
liquid, known as eluent, runs through the column, the absorbed ions begin sep-
arating from the column. The retention time of different species determines
the ionic concentrations in the sample.
The second analysis method used was ICP-MS. This is a very sensitive method
in anorganic mass spectrometry for multi element analysis of very low concen-
tration of trace elements. The chemical ingredients in a sample are divided
in their atomic component by a inductively coupled plasma and ionized. The
positive charged ions are then transported into the high vacuum of the mass
spectrometer, where they are seperated according to their mass/charge ratio
and energy/charge ratio and detected by a secondary electron multiplier. The
main difference between these two analysis technique, is that using IC the ion
concentration is determined and using ICP-MS the element concentrations is
determined.

4.2.4 Continuous impurity analysis

The impurity concentrations of the firn core B40 were measured continuously
over the complete length. This continuous analysis was conducted using
Continuous Flow Analysis (CFA) by the means of ICP-MS. The CFA technique
in general is applied in many sectors. The basic principle is the continuous
analysis of a stream of liquid samples. In ice core sciences the liquid samples
are produced through melting of firn or ice samples (Röthlisberger et al., 2000).
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a

c

b

d

Figure 32: The main four steps of the impurity sampling procedure: (a) Metering the
core section, (b) decontamination, (c) marking the cutting lines, (d) sawing
and filling into bags.

These samples are longitudinal sections of firn or ice cores with a quadratic
cross-section area of typically 3x3 cm2. The cross-section depends on the size
of the melter. The ice or firn core sections are heated at the contact area with
the melter and the resulting melt water is transported through a diversity of
tubes to the corresponding measurement device (depending on the chemical
parameter of interest). The air occluded in the firn is seperated from the water
in the so-called debubbler. The meltwater originating from the outside of the
core section is directly diverted as waste, because of contamination.
The present data were obtained with the CFA melter operated at the DRI
(Desert Research Institute, Reno, USA) by Joe McConnell. The system is con-
nected to an ICP-MS. The data used in this thesis have a resolution of 1 cm.
Due to occurring dispersion (that act like a running mean) during the analysis
procedure, the resulting data show a smoothed appearance.
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4.3 data analysis methods

4.3.1 Detrending using a lowpass filter

Detrending data series means that the low frequency evolution (correspond-
ing to large wavelengths) is removed. To determine this large-scale evolution
of a time series a low-pass filter is commonly applied. It passes low-frequency
signals and eliminates (or attenuates) the signals with frequencies higher than
a selected the cut-off frequency.
An ideal filter completely deletes higher frequencies so that the frequency re-
sponse is a rectangular function (in practical filters there exist a transition
region). The ideal filter is called brick-wall filter. It is realized by multiply-
ing the signal with the rectangular function (in the frequency domain) or by a
convolution with its impulse response (in the time domain), which is the sinc
function2. The sinc function is the Fourier transform of the rectangular func-
tion. It extends to all future and past times thus the ideal filter need signals
of infinite time extent. This is only realizable if a signal is made repetitive
by applying Fourier analysis. This is, for example, a common procedure for
digital signals. For real-time applications an approximation is needed. This
is done by calculating the filter in a window and thus making the infinite im-
pulse response to a finite impulse response. Because the filter needs knowledge
about the future signal the practical filter has a delay, which is named phase
shift, of a moderate time period. The longer the delay the more accurate is the
filter. The application of a standard finite response filter follows the theoretical
descriptions of Bloomfield (1976).
The opposite of a lowpass is the high-pass filter. It consequently attenuates
low frequencies and passes high frequencies given a certain cut-off frequency.
This is often used to remove outliers with a certain frequency which are in the
case of density data crusts of high density.

4.3.2 Correlation analysis

pearson’s correlation coefficient The most common measure to
quantify the (linear) dependence of two statistic variables X and Y is Pearson’s
correlation coefficient. It is defined as the covariance of the two variables divided

2 The cardinal sine function sinc (lat.: sinus cardinalis) is defined as sinc(x) =
sin(x)

x .
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by the product of their standard deviations. The covariance gives the direction
of a potential relationship of X and Y and is defined as:

Cov(X, Y) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄) · (yi − ȳ) , (8)

with the mean values x̄ = 1
n

∑n
i1
xi and ȳ = 1

n

∑n
i1
yi . The standard deviation

is a measure for the variation around the mean values and is defined as the
square root of the variance of x or y:

σx =

√√√√ n∑
i1

(xi − x̄)2 and σy =

√√√√ n∑
i1

(yi − ȳ)2. (9)

Consequently, this leads to the following definition of Pearson’s correlation
coefficient rxy:

rxy =

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄) · (yi − ȳ)√∑n

i1
(xi − x̄)2 ·

√∑n
i1
(yi − ȳ)2

(10)

=
1

n

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄) · (yi − ȳ)

σx · σy
, (11)

with the number of observations n. Furthermore, it is obvious, that −1 � rxy �
1 and especially rxx = 1. The division of the covariance by the standard de-
viations leads to a normalization so that the correlation coefficient r is scale
independent. The square of Pearson’s correlation coefficient r is named the
coefficient of determination r2.
To verify an estimated correlation coefficient a statistical test is necessary. Sta-
tistical tests check, whether a corresponding hypothesis is valid or not by de-
termining the probability if the distribution of the correlations corresponds to
a specific distribution. This specific distribution is selected for the hypothesis,
that the correlation is equal to zero (Null hypothesis). If the Null hypothesis is
true, the determined relationship is randomly and not significant. To test the
significance the probability is determined. The p-value gives the threshold for
the level of significance α. (1− α) describes the confidence interval, that the
Null hypothesis is not true. α is commonly defined as 5% or 1%.
In the case of Pearson’s correlation coefficient it is tested, whether the sampling
distribution of r follows Student’s t-distribution with the degree of freedom
df = n− 2 (Kreyszig, 1998):

t = r

√
df

1− r2
. (12)

This test is called t-test. The critical values for r can be determined using:

r =
t√

n− 2+ t2
. (13)
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cross-correlation function To quantify the dependence of two sig-
nals with a possible delay in time (or location) the cross-correlation function (CCF)
is determined. They are often only used to determine the size of the delay,
which is called lag. A common area of application is, for example, the deter-
mination of time delays between two acoustic signals. The maximum (or if
signals are negatively correlated the minimum) of the determined CCF then in-
dicates the (time) point where the two signals are best aligned. In time series
analysis the cross-correlation between to stochastic and stationary processes
xt and yt is defined as the normalized cross-covariance function. It gives an
estimate of the strength of a possible linear association between the processes
behind the observations at each possible lag number k. It is defined as (Chat-
field, 2004):

r̂xy(kΔτ) =
1

n− k

∑n−k
t=1 (xt − x̄) · (yt+k − ȳ)

σx · σy
, (14)

with the number of observations n, the sample cross-covariance at lag k in the
numerator, the sample means x̄ and ȳ as well as the standard deviations σx,
σy. Δτ describes the spacing of the CCF lags and equals the space between xt

and yt: Δτ = t
x,y
i − t

x,y
i+1 (Rehfeld et al., 2011).

In the following data analysis cross correlations are calculated in a sliding
window over the data set. In each window the maximum value of the correla-
tions with its corresponding lag is selected for further analysis. To determine
significance for these running correlations, a Monte-Carlo experiment is re-
quired. In this experiment one dataset is replaced by surrogate data with the
same auto-covariance structure and the cross-correlation analysis is repeated
100–1000 times (Hörhold et al., 2012). Consequently, for each sampling point
a distribution of correlation coefficients is determined under the the Null hy-
pothesis, that the correlation is equal to zero. Afterwards the quantiles of the
distribution are calculated. With an assumed significance level of 95%, all cor-
relations exceeding the 95% quantile are significant. The result is called the
local significance. By determining the quantiles over all sampling points the
global significance is obtained.

4.3.3 Depth conversion

In ice cores sciences it is common to convert the depth of an ice core to the
so-called water equivalent depth. The depth, which is the cumulated length of
the single core segments is called the logging depth. Determining this depth
during the drilling of the cores, which is for short just called "logging "is an
important job. These depths are the basis for later analysis and an accurate
depth allocation thus age allocation is obviously crucial in the field of climate
and paleo-climate research.
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The water equivalent depth is a depth scale which is based on the density of
the specific firn or ice core. It is the length of the water column with the same
cross-section of a snow or firn core, if it would melt and is shortened as m w.eq.
Thus, the difference between the water equivalent depth and the logging depth
(sometimes called snow depth) is the smaller the denser the overlying snow or
firn. The water equivalent depth zw.eq. is calculated using the density ρn and
the logging depth zlog as following:

zw.eq.n = zlogn−1
+ (zlogn

− zlogn−1
) · ρn (15)

for n = 1, ..., zlog and zlog0
= 0 at the surface.

The relationship between both depth measures calculated for the present firn
cores analyzed in this thesis is shown in Figure 33. The conversion from the

Figure 33: Relationship between two depth measures for the present firn cores: log-
ging depth (m) and water equivalent depth (m w.eq.).

logging depth to water equivalent depth enables a comparison of the layers
from the near-surface area with layers from deeper depths. Furthermore, the
water equivalent depth scale provides a measure of the overburden pressure
and enables a comparison of different cores at similar overburden pressures
(Hörhold et al., 2011).
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4.4 results

The analysis techniques described in Section 4.2 were conducted on all five firn
cores B40, B41, B42, B50 and B52 introduced in Section 4.1. The results and
analysis are presented in the following and further discussed in Section 4.5.

4.4.1 Determining volcanic events

The conductivity measured with DEP is used to determine a timescale for each
of the firn cores. For this purpose the DEP profiles were compared to well-
known volcanic chronologies. Volcanic chronologies are established by deter-
mining directly the chemical composition of the ice and the conductivity by
electrical methods. Peaks in the profiles are used as indicators of volcanic erup-
tions which in case of an agreement with historically known volcanic eruptions
can be used as time markers. In this study observed peaks in the DEP signals
are correlated with prominent volcanic eruptions, mainly referencing to the
studies of Oerter et al. (2000) and Karlöf et al. (2000).
In Antarctic ice cores most observed peaks originate from eruptions of high

Figure 34: DEP conductivity profiles of all five firn cores over weq! depth (m w.eq.).
The four dominant peaks could be assigned to the eruption of Krakatau
(1883), Tambora (1809–1815), Kuwae (1452) and the eruption of El Chichon
(1259). Additionally, the eruption of Agung (1963) was found in four of five
cores.

intensity and dispersive power. If emitted aerosols from a particular volcanic
eruption north of 20◦N do not reach the upper troposphere, they are not able to
be detected in Antarctica due to the equatorial atmospheric circulations. Also,
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volcanic eruptions south of 20◦S (beside eruptions on the Antarctic continent)
are not believed to reach Antarctica because of the circumpolar circulation.
Simkin and Siebert (1994) has introduced the Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI),
which is based on the magnitude, intensity, dispersive power and destructive-
ness of an eruption to rank volcanic events. It ranges from 0 (non-explosive
eruption with no stratospheric injection and even negligible tropospheric injec-
tion) over 4 (large eruption with substantial tropospheric and definite strato-
spheric injection) to 8 at maximum (a colossal eruption with significant injec-
tion into all atmospheric layers). There is no eruption graded with VEI = 8 until
now.

The dominant peaks found in the presented records are all graded with an
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Figure 35: Detailed view on the DEP conductivity around the four volcano peaks found
in all of the five firn cores: the eruption of Mount Agung (Peak 0, top left),
the eruption of Krakatau (Peak 1, bottom left), Tambora (Peak 2, top center),
Kuwae (Peak 3, bottom center) and the eruption of El Chichon (Peak 4, top
right).

VEI � 4 and could be assigned to well-known volcanic eruptions: The first peak
observed in four of the five firn cores can be assigned to the eruption of Mount
Agung (Indonesia) in 1963 (Karlöf et al., 2005). As this peak was not observed
in all five firn cores it is named as peak v0 (Table 4).
The second but first prominent observed peak (v1) was found in 8.6–8.9 m w.eq.
depth (maxima of the peaks of all five cores, see Table 4), which covers the
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Table 4: Date and depths (m w.eq.) of the dominant conductivity peaks in B40, B41,
B42, B50 and B52 assigned to the volcanic eruptions named in the first column.

Peak Name of Date of depth (m w.eq.) in firn core

No. volcano eruption B40 B41 B42 B50 B52

v0 Agung 1963 3.640 3.566 3.542 – 3.928

v1 Krakatau 1883 8.832 8.687 8.708 8.823 8.890

v2 Tambora 1815 13.217 13.162 13.126 13.257 13.234

v3 Kuwae 1452 35.898 35.864 35.790 35.096 35.963

v4 El Chichon 1258 48.282 48.242 48.208 48.584 48.208

time around the eruption of Krakatau, Indonesia, in August 1883 A.D. with an
VEI = 6 (Figure 34). It belongs to the strongest eruptions during the past 200
years (Oerter et al., 2000) and was detected in nss-sulfate profiles from Lang-
way et al. (1994) in the 1884 layer at Byrd station. It was also detected in other
Antarctic firn cores from South pole (Delmas et al., 1992) and Mizuho plateau
(Moore et al., 1991) and is used to date firn cores from DML by Isaksson et al.
(1996, 1999). Unfortunately, but also mentioned in Karlöf et al. (2000) this peak
in the DEP records is not very distinct, particularly in the data of B42.
The second prominent peak (v2) is much more distinct and in most Antarctic
cores constitutes a doublet. It is assigned to the years around the eruption of
Tambora, Lesser Sunda Island, Indonesia in April 1815, deposited in Antarctica
1816 (Handler, 1989) and an unknown eruption dated to 1809. In the dataset
it is found in a depth of 13.1–13.3 m w.eq. in all cores (Figure 34 and Table 4).
The Tambora eruption is ranked with an VEI = 7 which is the second highest
level in this scale (Simkin and Siebert, 1994).

The third dominant peak (v3) observed in the DEP conductivity of the DML

cores is located around 35.8–36.1 m w.eq. depth (Figure 34 and Table 4). It can
be assigned to the eruption of Kuwae, Vanuati, South Pacific which is dated to
1452 A.D. (Briffa et al., 1998). From different firn core studies this event was
found in depth corresponding to depth between 1451 and 1456 A.D. as the
increase in nss sulfate lasted for four full years (Cole-Dai et al., 1997; Karlöf
et al., 2000).
The maxima of the deepest and last peak (v4) or rather peak group was found
to be a quadruple in 48.2–48.6 m w.eq. depth. It is a well known series of
volcanic events in 1259, 1269, 1278 and 1287 and is found in several cores from
Antarctica as well as from Greenland (Karlöf et al., 2000). Palais et al. (1992)
assumed this peak to originate from the eruption of El Chichon, Mexico, in
1259 A.D. based on analyses of glass shards in ice cores from Antarctica and
Greenland.
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In Appendix A the DEP profiles and the depths locations of the volcano strata
in logging depth are shown (see Figure 58 and Table 5).

4.4.2 Accumulation rates derived from DEP measurements

The average accumulation rate a is calculated by dividing the depth of the
volcano layer zv in weq! by the time difference of the core retrieval t0 and the
dated volcano stratum tv1

or the time between two volcano strata:

a =
zv(w.eq.)
Δt(years)

, (16)

with the time period Δt = tn − tn−1 between the surface and the volcano
stratum or between two volcano strata. Errors in the estimation of the accumu-
lation rate from the DEP records occur due to an incorrect identification of the
depth of the peak or to errors in the volcanic chronology. From Karlöf et al.
(2000) the dating errors for the eruptions in Table 4 are as follows: The erup-
tions v0, v1, and v2 have a dating error of approximately ±1 year. The eruption
at v3 has an error of ±10 years and v4 is given to have a dating error of ±2
years. Given the resolution of the DEP records, which is 5 mm, the uncertainty
of the depth identification can be assumed to be ≈ 0.1 m w.eq.

Table 5: Annual mean accumulation rates derived from the analysis of DEP records
from B40, B41, B42, B50 and B52. They are calculated from the surface (at
time t0 (years) = 2013) to the first volcano stratum (at tv0

) and between the
following four strata (at tv1

–tv4
).

Time accumulation rate (mm w.eq. yr−1)

period at B40 at B41 at B42 at B50 at B52

2013–1963 72.8 71.3 70.8 – 78.6

2013–1883 67.9 67.3 67.0 67.9 68.3

1883–1815 64.5 65.8 65.0 65.2 64.0

1815–1452 62.5 62.5 62.4 62.9 62.6

1452–1258 63.8 63.8 64.0 64.4 63.1

This leads to the following accumulation rates at the core location given in
Table 5. The temporal trend determined from a mean over all five core loca-
tions shows an increase in the annual accumulation rate. The average annual
accumulation rate increases from approximately 64 mm w.eq. yr−1 for the time
period 1259 until 1452 to an average (over four cores) of 73.5 mm w.eq. yr−1

between 1963 and 2013. Additionally, it is noticeable that a spatial variability
develops over time. There are only negligible differences between the calcu-
lated accumulation rates of the first two time periods until 1815. The decrease
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in the second time period can be assigned to the little ice age (LID) between
1450 and 1850. In the following time period 1815–1883 the variability between
the firn core locations increase. However, considering the error range it is again
negligible. In time period 2013–1883 it is similar. During the last few decades
1963–2013 since the eruption of Agung the accumulation rates increased dra-
matically. Additionally, a high spatial difference in the annual mean accumula-
tion rate between the locations B40-B50 and the location of B52, which is 13 km
apart from Kohnen Station, developed.
At the position of the firn core B52 the annual mean accumulation rate of
increased about 24% from 63.1 mm w.eq. yr−1 between 1258–1452 A.D. to
78.6 mm w.eq. yr−1 during the last 40 years (1963–2013) (see Table 5). At
Kohnen Station (positions of the firn cores B40–B42) the longterm accumu-
lation rate increased by about 10–14% from a mean of 63.9 mm w.eq. yr−1

between 1258–1452 A.D. to a mean of 71.6 mm w.eq. yr−1 for the last last 40
years (1963–2013).

4.4.3 Age synchronization using volcanic events

As the maximum of the first peaks v0 and v1 in the DEP conductivity was hard
to determine and in each case impossible for one firn core the most dominant
and pronounced volcano peaks (v2, v3, v4) are considered for the following
analysis: The differences of the depths of the volcano strata v2–v4 in B41–B52
are determined relative to depths in B40. The resulting depths differences are
shown in Table 6. Consequently, the records of all firn cores are shifted to the
time scale of B40 which enables a comparison of layers or depth horizons of
the same age.

In the following two approaches to reach this synchronization of the depth

Table 6: Depth differences Δzv of the maximum of the volcano eruption peaks (v2, v3,
v4) in the DEP conductivity data of B41, B42, B50 and B52 relative to B40 as a
basis.

volcano Δzv (B41-B40) Δzv (B42-B40) Δzv (B50-B40) Δzv (B52-B40)

stratum (m w.eq.) (m w.eq.) (m w.eq.) (m w.eq.)

v2 -0.055 -0.091 0.040 0.017

v3 -0.034 -0.108 0.198 0.064

v4 -0.040 -0.074 0.302 -0.074

scales are introduced: the peak-shifting procedure and the lag-shifting procedure.
The first procedure, the peak-shifting, is already prepared by determining the
depth differences in Table 6. These differences are used to stretch or compress
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the depth scales of the specific record of the firn cores B41–B52 to the one of
B40, which is in the following called the standard depth scale. The procedure is
conducted stepwise: First from the surface down to the first volcanic horizon,
afterwards the procure starts at each following volcanic horizon and ends at
the depth of the subjacent horizon.
The algorithm for this simple depth shifting or adaption according to the vol-
canic peak anomalies (from the standard depths) can be described as follows:

z′ = dvi
+ (

dvi+1
− dvi

d′
vi+1

− d′
vi

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
shiftfactor

·(z− d′
vi
), i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (17)

with the volcanic peak depth in the standard depth scale dvi
and the same

volcano peak depth in the depth scale to be adapted dv0
= 0. z is the particu-

lar depth of the standard scale. z′ is the depth in the scale which is adapted,
whereas z′ ∈ [d′

vi
,d′

vi+1
] is in the interval between the upper volcano peak

depth (or the surface) and the following peak depth. For the first shift interval
from the surface down to the depth of the first volcano peak dv1

the first term
and the subtrahends dv0

are equal to zero. The shift factors depend on the
depth differences Δzv in Table 6.
It is obvious, that this procedure is based on a presumption. The accumulation
rate changes, which cause the depth differences of the volcanic strata between
the firn cores, are assumed to be linear.
In the last step of the peak-shifting procedure the depth scales are age syn-
chronized and the parameter records of interest (the densities of B41, B42, B50
and B52) are interpolated to the their new depth scales.
The second procedure, the lag-shifting, is an approach that uses the CCF which
is calculated in a sliding window over the conductivity profiles. By determin-
ing the lags of the maximum correlation coefficients in each window a series
of lags is obtained. These obtained lag series for each CCF between B40 and
B41–B52 form a continuous series of shifting additives for each depth scale of
the four firn cores. The resolution of the lag series (thus the number of result-
ing shifts) depends on the step width of the sliding window during the CCF

calculation.
For the application on the present data the CCF is calculated in a 5 m sliding
window with a 0.5 m lag and a step width of 0.5 m. An example for a lag
series and the corresponding maximum correlation coefficients is shown in
Figure 36.
These lag series obtained from the CCF had to be cleaned by evaluating their

validity visually. A threshold for the minimum "valid "correlation coefficient
was defined by observing obvious spikes in the corresponding lag series. By
applying the correlation threshold the spikes were deleted from the lag series.
The selected thresholds were set to be 0.3 respectively 0.25 for the CCF of B40
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Figure 36: Maxiumum correlations coefficients and corresponding lags of the DEP con-
ductivity cross correlation of B40 and B50. The cross correlation with a
maximum lag of 0.5 m is calculated in a 5 m sliding window with a step
width of 0.5 m.

with B50 (Figure 36). After the lag series were cleaned they are interpolated to
the resolution of the density data. Thereby a shift series was generated which
could easily be added/subtracted from the depths series.
Both procedures offer the possibility to create age synchronized depth series for
different firn cores. In the following analysis both techniques are applied and
compared.

4.4.4 High resolution density profiles derived from 2D X-ray radioscopy

Using X-ray microfocus computer tomography (Section 4.2) high resolution
density profiles of the firn cores B40, B41, B42, B50 and B52 (Section 4.1) were
obtained. Figure 37 shows greyscale coded 2D-radioscopic images of each one
meter firn core sections (one bag3) and the corresponding density profile. The
darker the grey value the more dense is the material at this depth. The density
calculated from the gray-scales has an original resolution of 0.150 mm and is

3 Firn and ice cores are sought meterwise at AWI. Thus, bag N of core Y contains a one meter
long core piece of core Y from (N-1) to N m.
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Figure 37: High resolution grey-scale coded 2D-radioscopic X-ray images and density
profiles from measurements of single 1 m firn cores of B41. The darker
the gray value the higher the measured density of the sample. Gaps in the
density profiles correspond to breaks or other disturbances in the firn/ice
cores sample.
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interpolated to regular sampling points of 0.5 mm resolution for the following
analysis.
In the 2d-radioscopic images it can be observed that the even the firn sample
from the surface (0–1 m depth of B41, Figure 37a) shows a high quality. Two
distinct crust in the first meter are well reflected in the calculated density with
a very precise depth assignment. Measurement errors in depth horizons of
cracks or core catcher4 scratches can be deleted very accurately by using the
radioscopic images (as explained in Section 4.2.1).

In the depth of 26–27 m (Figure 37b) a few crusts occur and are pictured

Figure 38: High resolution density profiles of the firn cores B40 (navy), B41 (blue),
B42 (lightblue), B50 (red), B52 (green) measured with 150 μm. The profiles
are interpolated to common supporting points of 0.5 mm resolution and a
maximum depth of 89 m.

in the density curve as well. The crack around 26.8 m occurred just under a
crust in the firn. Because it is very clear and horizontal it could easily be re-
moved from the density profile. The measurements of the deeper firn sample
(86–87 m of B41, Figure 37c) which is near the FIT in DML show, that the firn
core had an inclined crack right at the top (86 m). Because the grey scales are

4 Core catchers are small, sharp knifes located at the bottom of the ice core drill head to break and
hold the core piece(s) before lifting them up.
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evaluated along the mid of the longitudinal section (Section 4.2.1) this crack
did not disturb the profile over the entire range of the crack.
The resulting high resolution and quality density profiles for all five firn cores
shown in Figure 38. The first view on the profiles in Figure 38 gives the impres-
sion of very diverse variabilities and with high amplitudes of the fluctuations.
These obvious density spikes originate from wind crusts. These crusts only
pretend density variabilities so that the profiles appear more different as they
really are.
Zooming into the densities and analyzing the finer structure lead to surprising
similarities. Figure 39 shows examples of the density records (in full resolu-
tion of 0.5 mm) between 57.5 and 58.5 m depth for all firn cores in detail. The
similarity between the density of the two close-by firn cores B40 and B41 (lo-
cated 3 m apart from each other) is remarkable. Even the detailed densities of
B40 and B52 (13 km apart from each other) give the impression of a similarity.
Some structures (at the one at 57.7–57.8 m w.eq. depth) are slightly displaced
but of a remarkable similarity.
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Figure 39: Detailed view on the density of B40 compared to B41, B42, B50 and B52
between 57.5 and 58.5 m depth.
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4.4.5 Comparing vertical density variability

The variability of each density record is determined by calculating the standard
deviation in a sliding window (after Eq. 3 in Hörhold et al. (2011)):

σρ =

√∑ (ρi − ρ̄)2

N
(18)

with a window size of N=1.0 m w.eq. (2000 data points) and a step width
of 0.25 m w.eq. (500 data points). Figure 40 show the density variabilities
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Figure 40: Density variabilities of B40, B41, B42, B50 and B52 calculated by the stan-
dard deviation in a 1.0 m w.eq. sliding window with a step width of
0.25 m w.eq..

for B40, B41, B42, B50 and B52 over depth in water equivalent. They show a
similar general trend: From a high variability around 0.05 g cm−3 near the
snow surface it decreases to an absolute minimum around σρ ≈ 0.01 g cm−3

between 20–25 m w.eq. depth. Below 20 m w.eq. the density variabilities
increase again with a second maximum around 0.012–0.016 g cm−3 between
40–50 m w.eq. depth. In this depth region the absolute density of the firn is
around 0.75–0.80 g cm−3. Thus, the variability represent 2-3% of the absolute
density. Below 50 m w.eq. the density variability decreases again.

Figure 41a shows the density variabilities of all firn cores each with an off-
set of +0.005 g cm−3 for a better comparison of the development relative to
each other. The small scale variations of the density variabilities show at some
depths recognizable similarities. For example around 9 m w.eq. depth between
B41, B42, B50 and to a lower extend in B40 and B52, too. Most similarities can
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Figure 41: (a) Density variabilities calculated by the standard deviation in a 1.0 m w.eq.
sliding window with a step width 0.25 m w.eq.: the variabilities are each
plotted with an offset of +0.005 g cm−3. (b) Scatterplot of the density vari-
ability σB40 versus σB41, σB42, σB50, σB52.
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be found between 30–45 mw.eq. depth.
In Figure 41b the density variabilities are further compared in a scatterplot. It
is recognizable that σρ(B41) and σρ(B42) are most similar to σρ(B40). With in-
creasing distance to the location of B40 the linear regression line of the density
variability comparison depart from the bisecting line. The density variability
of B52 σρ(B52), which is 13 km depart from B40 shows the highest divergence.
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4.4.6 Age-scale synchronized density profiles

For the following analysis the density profiles are shifted to the same age
scale using two different shifting procedures described in Section 4.4.3. The
analysis of the "raw" densities above (Figure 37) emphasize the motivation of
this procedure, as displacements of similar structures were observed.
Applying both shifting techniques, the peak- and lag-shifting, the densities for
B41, B42, B50 and B52 are synchronized to the same age scale as B40. Figure 43
show two examples for the resulting shifted (red) versus the "raw" densities
(gray) of B50 compared with the standard B40 (darkblue). The upper panel
shows the results after peak-shifting and the lower panel the results after a
lag-shifting of the depth scales.
In depths of volcano strata the results after the application of the lag-shifting
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Figure 42: Comparison of the results from the peak-shifting and lag-shifting for the
depth scale of B52 in 60-61 m depth. There is almost no difference between
both methods, because this is the depth region of a volcano stratum (v3).
Actually, the peak-shifting for B52 in 60 m depth shows a better result as
can be seen from the density pattern between 60.4–60.5 m.

show mostly better results than after the peak-shifting procedure. Thus, the
assumption of a linear increasing influence of the shift between two strata
which is an assumption of the peak-shifting (Section 4.4.3) turns out to be not
valid. Figure 42 shows an example of this effect. The result after both shifting
procedures is shown for B52 (green and gray) compared with B40 (blue).
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(a) Shifted vs. un-shifted density profiles B50 (bag43)
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(b) Shifted vs. un-shifted density profiles B50 (bag61)

Figure 43: Comparison of the results from the peak-shifting and lag-shifting: (a) for
the depth scale of B50 in 42–43 m and (b) 60–61 m depth. In 42–43 m depth
different results can be observed between both methods. In 60–61 m depth
there is almost no difference between both methods, because this is the
depth of a volcano stratum (v3).
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4.4.7 Correlation analysis of firn core densities

4.4.7.1 Preparing the density records

Prior to the correlation analysis the overall trend has to be removed from the
density profiles. This is necessary since the correlation of small scale fluctua-
tions and pattern in the density data should be calculated. If two data series
which contain a trend are correlated the result is dominated by the correla-
tion of the trend. The trend has a large wavelength and consequently a low
frequency. Hence, detrending a data set means applying a low-pass filter and
subtracting the filter result from the data. The theoretical background of the a
low-pass filter technique is described in Section 4.3. The resulting trends after
application of the low-pass filter and the input data (the measured density pro-
files) are shown in Figure 44. The filter was used with a cut-off frequency of
ωc = 10−4 ·Δx and a filter length of n=40001·Δx with the data resolution Δx =
0.5 mm. As consequence of the filter design the following problem will occur:
the filter only returns a result for such data subsets for which a past is available.
The length of this necessary past data corresponds to the filter length. Thus,
for finite signals such as the present density profiles an extrapolation for the
endpoints at the top and the bottom is mandatory to get a results for the full
length. This so-called endpoint problem is discussed in further details in (Mann,
2004). They present three possible methods to extend data sets for at least the
filter width: with the long-term mean ("minimum norm" constraint), the first
derivative ("minimum slope" constraint) or the second derivative ("minimum
roughness" constraint). In our case we used the second method to pad the den-
sity series with the values within one filter length from the endpoints of the
series reflected vertically about the first/final value. Furthermore, the density
data is "cleaned "using a high-pass filter. The filter is used in the way that only
high frequency density signals of crust formations are filtered. These crusts
are very local signals and originate mainly from thin surface wind crusts or for-
mer glazed surfaces. As these are local signals and cause small scale but high
amplitude signals in the density profiles, they are not useful for the following
analysis and comparison procedure. The high-pass filter was applied with a
cut-off frequency of ωc = 1

7 ·Δx and a filter length of n = 11·Δx with the data
resolution Δx = 0.5 mm. The detrended and filtered density data result to pro-
files of density variations shown in Figure 45. These resulting high-resolution
profiles of the density fluctuations show already the development of the den-
sity variability over depth observed from Hörhold et al. (2011). The amplitude
of the variations decrease from the surface down to approximately 30 m depth
(corresponding to 15 m w.eq.) reaching the absolute minimum. Afterwards
the amplitudes of the variations and increase again with highest variations be-
tween 60-70 m (corresponding to 35 - 43 m w.eq.) depth and decrease from
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Figure 44: Density profiles of B40-B52 and the low-pass filter results with a cut-off
frequency ωc = 10−4 · δx which are subtracted from the data to detrend
them.

Figure 45: Detrended and filtered density profiles of B40-B52 showing the variations.
They show the density anomalies differing from the mean density profile.
For all firn cores a minimum around ≈30 m depth (corresponding to ≈
15 m w.eq.) can be observed.
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there until the maximum depth of the density data at 89 m (corresponding to
59 m w.eq.) which is for B40–B52 near the FIT.

4.4.7.2 Analyzing density variation similarities

To analyze the relationship between the density variations determined above,
the CCF (Section 4.3) between each two density records is calculated in a run-
ning window. For each step the maximum correlation (Pearson’s correlation
coefficient rX,Y) and the corresponding calculated lag is determined. These
running maximum cross-correlation series are each calculated relative to the
density variation of B40.
In the following running correlation coefficient series are computed between
for X = B40 with Y = B41/B42/B50/B52. The density variations records of B41-
B52 (Y) are correlated using their original logging depth, their peak-shifted
and their lag-shifted age depth scales. The window widths are selected ac-
cording to the subjective analysis of the data and the occurring pattern. Single
pronounced pattern were found to have length scales around 1–5 cm. Thus, to
include a few of these pattern in one correlation window the first width was
chosen as 0.3 m. The lag was set to 0.02 m just to account for logging errors5.
A good relation between the chosen window and lag is important to reduce
the effect of just correlating annual layers. This effect should be considered
but it can not be avoided completely.

Figure 46 show the resulting correlations for a window width of 0.3 m and
a step with of 0.1 m. The resulting development of the correlation coefficients
between B40 and B41 (A) show a trend to increasing correlation coefficients
rB40,B41 for increasing depth reaching a maximum plateau at around 50 m
depth which lasts until approximately 70 m depth. Afterwards the correla-
tion decreased again. Additionally, an interesting effect can be observed in
Figure 46: the variability of rB40,B41 decreases in the depth region around
the observed plateau with a minimum at 50–55 m. The absolute maximum
rB40,B41(peakshifted) = 0.85 is reached at a depth of 68.3 m. At 68.6 m depth
the second highest maximum with rB40,B41(peakshifted) = 0.83 is reached. This
increasing trend in the correlation development over depth between B40 and
B41 can not be observed in the correlations with the more distant cores B42,
B50 and B52. The trend of increasing correlations over depth decreases with
increasing distance between the cores. Furthermore, the 95% significance level,
shows, that the running mean does not exceed significance. The significance
level α gives the lower threshold for the probability of significance. Thus, the
probability that a correlation coefficient r > α reflects a random correlation is

5 So-called logging errors occur during the drilling process and indicate errors in the length deter-
mination of the single core samples. The metering and adding up of these sample lengths is
called logging for short.
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Figure 46: Maximum values of a CCF in a 0.3 m running window over the density
variations of B40 with B41, B42, B50, B52 (upper panel). A: B40 with B41
(3 m distance), B: B40 with B42 (12 m distance), B40 with B50 (1000 m
distance), B40 with B52 (13000 m distance). A 5 m running mean (black line)
over the correlations with the lag-shifted density variations show the trend.
The significance level is shown as a dotted black line. The distribution of r
is given in the histogramms (lower panel).
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5% for a significance level α = 95%.
The histograms of the frequency of occurring correlation coefficients rB40,B41,
rB40,B42, rB40,B50, and rB40,B52 are shown in Figure 46 (bottom) for all three depth
scales. The colored bars show the correlation frequency distribution for the
lag-shifted and the dark gray bars show the frequencies for the peak-shifted
density variations of B41, B42, B50 or B52. In light gray the correlation fre-
quency distribution with the logging depth density variations is shown. For
B41 (3 m distance to B40) all distributions show similar results as the shifts are
very small (only 1–2 cm). The distributions for the correlation between B40
and the lag-shifted density records of B42 as well as for both shifted density
records of B52 show higher frequencies for high correlation coefficients. Shift-
ing the age scales of the firn core densities seem to improve the correlations.
The above presented density correlations between the firn cores are calculated
for the logging depth scale (m). Thus, it is questionable if the increase of the
density variation correlations over depth relate to the decrease of annual layers
due to densification. The running window for the CCF calculations include less
firn material (and thus less layers) near the surface than in the deeper firn col-
umn. If the depth scale is converted to water equivalent depth (Section 4.3.3)
this potential effect can be excluded.
Consequently, in the following the density correlations are studied in detail in
water equivalent depth. The running correlations are calculated for different
window widths: 1.0 m w.eq., 0.5 m w.eq., 0.3 m w.eq., and as well 0.1 m w.eq..
The correlation development over depth for a window width of 0.3 m w.eq. is
shown in Figure 47. Just as in the density correlations over the logging depth
(Figure 46) the most distinct increase for the density variation correlation over
depth is observed for the nearby cores B40 and B41. The correlation coeffi-
cients show high variability within the resolution of the step width (which is
0.1 m w.eq.). This variability is observed to decrease in the depth between 25
and 32 m w.eq., corresponding to the observations in the correlations over log-
ging depth. The trend of increasing correlations rB40,B41 is highlighted through
an 5 m running mean (black line) over the correlation coefficients for the lag-
shifted density variations of B41 with the density of B40. The 95% significance
level shows, that the correlation start to be significant around 20 m w.eq. depth
with a maximum at around 40 - 43 m w.eq. depth. Even the 2 m running mean
over the running correlations exceed the significance level. The density varia-
tion correlations between B40 and B42, B50 and B52 do not exceed the signifi-
cance level. The histogram of all correlation coefficients are shown in Figure 47
(bottom): The frequency distributions of rB40,Y show that higher correlations can
be achieved applying the age scale shifting which is an age synchronization of the
firn core records. Both shifting methods lead a similar improvements in the
correlations. Thus, both shifting procedures, the peak- and the lag-shifting,
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Figure 47: Maximum values of a CCF in a in a 0.3 m w.eq. running window and a step
size of 0.10 m w.eq. over the density variations of B40 with B41, B42, B50,
B52 (upper panel). A: B40 with B41 (3 m distance), B: B40 with B42 (12 m
distance), B40 with B50 (1000 m distance), B40 with B52 (13000 m distance).
A 5 m running mean (black line) over the correlations with the lag-shifted
density variations show the trend. The significance level is shown as a
dotted black line. The distribution of r is given in the histogramms (lower
panel).
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are appropriate to improve the correlation analysis.
Due to the results described above and the observation of the small scale of
similar pattern in the density signals as for example in Figure 39 (almost equal
density signals in B40 and B41) or even in Figure 43 (very similar density sig-
nals in B40 and B50 with 1000 m distance) the vertical dimension of the similar-
ities seems to be quite small. Thus, to test how the correlations evolve in small
windows, the running CCF is calculated in windows of only 0.1 m w.eq. width
with a step size of 0.05 m w.eq. and a lag of 0.01 m w.eq. (Figure 62 in Ap-
pendix A). The variability of the resulting correlation coefficients is very high.
However, it is recognizable that for all four density record combinations single
correlation coefficients reach maxima of rB40,Y >0.8. These high correlations
are reached most frequently between B40 and B41. However, also between B40
and B42, B50, B52 these high correlations are reached. Furthermore, it seems
that for all core combinations high correlation values occur more frequent with
increasing depth. To check this observation, the frequency of the correlation
coefficients are shown in single histograms for 5 m w eq. depth intervals. Fig-
ure 63 (in Appendix A) shows the histogram of the correlations in 0.1 m.w.eq.
windows between the density variations of B40 and B41. They illustrate nicely
that the fraction of high correlations increase with depth. The distribution
of the frequencies of rB40,B41 develop over depth from a nearly symmetrical
distribution with a maximum between rB40,B41 = 0.3–0.5 to a clear asymmet-
rical distribution with a right-hand maximum at rB40,B41 = 0.75. This is most
pronounced in the depth intervals 40-45 m w.eq. and 50-55 m w.eq. The his-
tograms of the correlation coefficient frequencies for B40 with B42 show a sim-
ilar development and also a most pronounced right-hand maximum at r = 0.75
(Figure 64 in Appendix A). In the histograms of the correlation coefficients for
B40 with B50 (Figure 65 in Appendix A) the most frequent high correlations
(around rB40,B41 = 0.7) can be found in the depth intervals 40-45 m w.eq. and
45-50 m w.eq.. Even for the correlations of B40 with the most distant core B52
the fraction of high values for r show an increase for intervals in the deeper
firn (Figure 66 in Appendix A): In 30-35 m w.eq. depth the distribution show
a smooth character and a right-hand maximum between rB40,B41 = 0.5 and
rB40,B41 = 0.65. For the deeper region, where the correlation coefficient for the
other core combinations showed highest values (40-45 m w.eq.) the distribu-
tion show a bimodal character. One maximum is reached for low correlation
coefficients around r=0.3 and the second for r = 0.55. There are also a few
high correlation coefficients r≈0.8 in this interval and especially in the interval
below (45-50 m w.eq.). However, according to the 95% significance level only
a few of these small scale correlations are significant. The smaller the selected
windows the less is the underlying data basis necessary for a robust statistic.
The above described correlations show interesting results, but as the signifi-
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cance is very low, no reliable information can be concluded. Consequently, for
further analysis the windows size has to be selected much larger to provide a
robust statistic.
The window size for the following analysis was selected to be of 0.5 m w.eq.

width with a step size of 0.10 m w.eq. (Figure 67 in Appendix A). The max-
imum coefficients reached for the different density variation correlations are:
rB40,B41 = 0.8 at 41.95 m w.eq., rB40,B42 = 0.6 at 23.95 m w.eq., rB40,B50 = 0.6 at
45.55 m w.eq. and rB40,B52 = 0.55 at 39.65 m w.eq. depth. The significance of
the density variation correlations increased compared to the correlations deter-
mined with the 0.3 m w.eq. window size.
Finally, the running correlations are determined in a 1.0 m w.eq. running win-
dow with a step size of 0.1 m w.eq. and still a lag of 0.02 m w.eq. to account for
logging errors. The resulting correlations of the density variations over depth
are shown in Figure 48. The correlation coefficients show smaller correlation
coefficients as, for example, the results from the correlation in the 0.10 m w.eq.
window. However, they are with a probability of 95% significant. Even the
correlations between more distant core show significant correlation in depth.
The correlation coefficients rB40,B41 show a significant increase between the den-
sity variation of B40a and B41 over depth with a maximum at approximately
41 m w.eq. depth. A first plateau of high significant correlations can already
be observed between 25–30 m w.eq. depth. For all four correlation coefficient
profiles rB40,B41 – rB40,B52 a significant maximum around 35 m w.eq. depth can
be observed (Figure 48). The histograms show again nicely the positive effect
of the age scale shifting procedures. They enable the correlations analysis of
the firn cores density variations.
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Figure 48: Maximum values of a CCF in a in a 1.0 m w.eq. running window and a step
size of 0.10 m w.eq. over the density variations of B40 with B41, B42, B50,
B52 (upper panel). A: B40 with B41 (3 m distance), B: B40 with B42 (12 m
distance), B40 with B50 (1000 m distance), B40 with B52 (13000 m distance).
A 5 m running mean (black line) over the correlations with the lag-shifted
density variations show the trend. The significance level is shown as a
dotted black line. The distribution of r is given in the histogramms (lower
panel).
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4.4.8 Impurity analysis

First, the vertical impurity concentrations are analyzed and correlated with the
density for the firn core B40. Second, the concentrations are analyzed in two
depth horizons for the remaining four cores. The impurity concentrations in
all five firn cores are compared horizontally (Figure 27).

4.4.8.1 Vertical impurity - density relation in B40

The concentrations of sodium, magnesium and calcium ions in B40 were ana-
lyzed over the entire length of 89 m. The data exhibit a gap around 40 m w.eq.
depth. As impurity concentrations are always logarithmic normal distributed
(Hörhold et al., 2012), the logarithm of the concentrations is used for the fol-
lowing analysis. The impurity concentration records are cleaned by removing
outliers, which are in turn determined by identifying the 1% and 99% quantiles
of each impurity record. The density record of B40 is detrended and smoothed
using a 0.05 m w.eq. running mean to reach the same curve progression as the
CFA data.
The density profile of B40 is correlated in a 5 m running window with a step
width of 0.5 m and 0.03 m lag with the logarithm of the sodium (Na+), magne-
sium (Mg++) and calcium (Ca++) ion concentrations (Figure 49). The depth
development of the running impurity-density correlations show a rather a step-
wise increase from the surface until 40 m depth. From 10 m until 18 m the
correlations increase from zero to rρ, Na ≈ rρ, Mg ≈ rρ, Mg = 0.2 which remains
until 20 m depth. From 20 m to 23 m the correlation rapidly increases from
rρ, Na ≈ rρ, Mg ≈ rρ, Mg = 0.2 to rρ, Ca = 0.55 and rρ, Na ≈ rρ, Mg = 0.5. Between
23–27 m depth the correlation between the density and all three impurity con-
centrations decrease by about +0.2. Between 27–40 m the correlation curves
again increase rapidly to rρ, Na ≈ rρ, Mg ≈ rρ, Mg = 0.65. Below 40 m the correla-
tion between the Ca++ concentration and the density shows a slightly different
result: Between 50–80 m depth it reaches a kind of plateau with values around
rρ, Ca = 0.6–0.7. However, between the density and the Na+ and Mg++ concen-
trations the correlations reach higher values but also show higher variations.
The absolute maximum of rρ, Na ≈ rρ, Mg = 0.8 is at at 57 m depth.
In Figure 49 additionally the correlations between the density and the analyzed
impurity concentrations in each single firn core sections of 1 m length (the sin-
gle bags) are shown as colored symbols. The higher values can be achieved
thereby because the degree of the correlation is only determined by the quality
and degree of concordance between both parameters in one firn core. Calcu-
lating the running correlation over a 5 m window naturally includes the data
of each 5 m length interval. Thus, the correlation is affected by disturbances
in the data records within each window width. The variance of these single
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Figure 49: Impurity-density correlation of B40 in a 5 m running window with a step
width of 0.5 m and 0.03 m lag. Additionally, the correlation is calculated
over single 1 m core sections between the density and Na+, Mg++, Ca++.

core correlations can be observed to be higher at depth where the running
correlation decreases. As the running correlation decreases where spreading
of single core correlation is higher, it can be assumed that disturbances in the
data (density or impurity) records influence the correlation. Consequently, the
single core correlations allow an estimation of the uncertainty.
Figure 50 shows the development of the density–impurity correlation in B40

over the converted water equivalent depth. The correlation increases simi-
larly as observed in Figure 49. The correlation increases stepwise as well but
with less pronounced decreases. This results from the depth scale conversion,
which cause a sort of compression of the upper layers. The maximum cor-
relation between the density and the Na+ and the Mg++ concentrations of
rρ, Na ≈ rρ, Mg = 0.7 is reached in 35 m w.eq. depth (corresponding to 58 m).
This maximum followed by an abrupt decrease between 37–41 m w.eq. depth.
The correlation between the density and the Ca++ concentrations show less
fluctuations. It oscillates around correlations of rρ, Ca = 0.6±0.1. All three im-
purity density correlations over depth decrease at approximately 55 m w.eq.
depth. Figure 61 in Appendix A shows the impurity density correlation over
depth in a 2 m running window. The correlation curve show due to the smaller
window higher fluctuations and also reaches higher correlations. The maxi-
mum correlation rρ, Na ≈ rρ, Mg = 0.8 is reached in 35 m w.eq. depth.
As the conversion of the depth scale to the water equivalent depth allows a
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Figure 50: Impurity-density correlation of B40 in a 5 m w.eq. running window with a
step width of 0.5 m w.eq. and 0.03 m w.eq. lag.

better comparison of surface layers with layers in greater depths the previous
results show a clear increase of the impurity density correlation over depth
with a maximum at 35 m w.eq. respectively 58 m depth. The 95% significance
level identifies significant correlations starting from 9 m w.eq. respectively
20 m depth. The calculated running correlations between the density and
the concentrations of the three impurity ions show less fluctuations for but
a higher maximum correlation for Na+, Mg++. The correlation between the
density and the concentration of the Ca++ ions showed a more pronounced
plateau where the maximum correlation is reached but slightly lower values.

4.4.8.2 Horizontal impurity relationship

For the further firn cores B41, B42, B50 and B52 the impurity concentrations
are quantified in two horizons (Figure 27). In the following these two depths
intervals are called upper horizon (26–28 m) and lower horizon (59–61 m). The
depth scales are synchronized and shifted relatively to B40 using the differ-
ences of the volcano strata depths in Table 9 (in Appendix A).
Using IC analysis methods the concentration of the following ions are quanti-
fied: sodium, magnesium, calcium, MSA (methane sulfonate), chloride, sulfate,
nitrate, ammonium and potassium. Using the ICP-MS the quantified concentra-
tions are: sodium, magnesium, aluminium, manganese, iron and strontium.
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Table 7: Pearson correlation coefficients r of the discrete impurity concentrations in the
upper horizon (2 cm resolution) with the discretized high-resolution density
measurements from B41, B42, B50 and B52.

impurity parameter rρ(B41) rρ(B42) rρ(B50) rρ(B52)

Sodium (IC) 0.085 0.199 0.370 0.455

Sodium (ICP-MS) 0.226 - - -

Magnesium (IC) 0.124 0.177 0.397 0.540

Magnesium (ICP-MS) 0.267 - - -

Calcium (IC) -0.272 -0.152 0.104 -0.071

MSA (IC) 0.083 0.008 -0.039 -0.141

Chloride (IC) 0.206 0.177 0.319 0.420

Sulfate (IC) -0.043 0.013 0.182 0.428

Nitrate (IC) -0.347 -0.280 -0.463 -0.469

Ammonium (IC) -0.010 0.064 - 0.122

Potassium (IC) -0.183 0.028 - -0.046

Aluminium (ICP-MS) -0.251 - - -

Manganese (ICP-MS) -0.168 - - -

Iron (ICP-MS) -0.319 - - -

Strontium (ICP-MS) 0.037 - - -

density–impurity correlation The concentrations of all analyzed ele-
ments and ions are correlated with the corresponding density in both horizons
by determining Pearson’s correlation coefficient r. The resulting correlation co-
efficients for the upper horizon are shown in Table 7. The resulting correlation
coefficients in this upper horizon are below ±0.5 and mostly between 0.1–0.3.
The highest correlations are reached for sodium, magnesium, chloride, sulfate
(due to the location in a volcano stratum) and nitrate. Figure 51 shows the data
basis of the density–Na+ correlations in Table 7. Here, the ion concentrations
of Na+ using the IC analysis results are correlated. The resulting correlation
coefficients are between r = 0.09 and a surprising high value in B52 of r = 0.46.

In Table 8 the correlation coefficients between the impurity concentrations
and the densities for the lower horizon are shown. They show noticeably
higher correlations than in the upper horizon. The highest correlations with
the density are found for sodium, magnesium, chloride and nitrate (highest
anti-corrrelation). In Figure 52 the ion concentrations of Na+ (again using
the IC analysis results) are correlated with the corresponding density records.
The resulting correlation coefficients range between 0.41 (for B41) and 0.58 (for
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Figure 51: Logarithm of the Na++-concentrations (discrete, 2 cm resolution) analyzed
using IC for B41 (blue), B42 (light blue), B50 (red) and B52 (green), the raw
densities (gray) and to 2 cm resolution discretized densities (black) in the
upper horizon (26–28 m/25–27 m for B52). Pearson’s correlation coefficient
is calculated for the discrete density and logarithm of the sodium (upper
right corner).

B42). The high correlation coefficients r are well reflected by a similar progress
of the (discrete) density and the logarithm of the Na+ concentrations.
As the two methods IC and ICP-MS base on different analysis principles the cor-
relation coefficients (in the lower horizon) between the density with the two
different sodium and magnesium records are compared in the following: In
B41 and B52 the correlation with the analyzed magnesium concentrations us-
ing the ICP-MS are higher than with the obtained concentrations using IC. For
B42 and B50 it is the opposite. In turn, the correlations of the densities with
the sodium concentrations analyzed using ICP-MS are lower than these with the
concentrations using IC in the three cores B41, B42, B50. Thus, for sodium the
analysis using IC yielded higher correlations with the densities than as ICP-MS.
For the analyzed magnesium concentrations there is no trend.

horizontal concentration relationships Finally, the concentra-
tions of Na+ (using IC) in B41, B42, B50 and B52 are compared two these in
B40 in both horizons as it showed highest correlations with the density. Mg++

as well showed high correlations with the density (Table 7 and Table 8), but
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Table 8: Pearson correlation coefficients r of the discrete impurity concentrations in the
lower horizon (1 cm resolution) with the discretized high-resolution density
measurements from B41, B42, B50 and B52.

impurity parameter rρ(B41) rρ(B42) rρ(B50) rρ(B52)

Sodium (IC) 0.413 0.579 0.504 0.540

Sodium (ICP-MS) 0.408 0.364 0.486 0.566

Magnesium (IC) 0.483 0.574 0.514 0.572

Magnesium (ICP-MS) 0.523 0.380 0.426 0.599

Calcium (IC) 0.147 -0.079 -0.069 0.108

MSA (IC) 0.054 -0.221 -0.146 -0.266

Chloride (IC) 0.498 0.559 0.480 0.538

Sulfate (IC) 0.092 0.119 0.254 0.377

Nitrate (IC) -0.310 -0.430 -0.474 -0.417

Ammonium (IC) - -0.024 -0.015 -0.060

Potassium (IC) 0.093 0.142 -0.017 0.128

Aluminium (IC) 0.333 -0.182 -0.072 0.025

Manganese (ICP-MS) 0.210 -0.075 -0.008 0.309

Iron (ICP-MS) -0.017 -0.096 0.058 -0.032

Strontium (ICP-MS) -0.375 -0.096 -0.036 0.127

the blank6 is very high, so that the results have a higher uncertainty than these
of Na+.
In Figure 53 the relationships between the sodium concentrations in B41, B42,
B50 and B52 compared to these from B40 in the upper horizon are shown. and
Figure 54 shows the same for the lower horizon. In both horizons no linear
relationship can be recognized for not combination with B40.

analysis comparison Comparing the different analysis techniques IC

and ICP-MS used for the discrete samples similar results are found. A compar-
ison of the different sampling methods show: The analyzed Na+ concentra-
tions using CFA (only B40) range between 2–45 ppb (or ng/l) and in the upper
and between 2–44 ppb in the lower horizon. The analyzed Na+ concentra-
tions in the discrete samples in turn (B41, B42, B50, B52), range in the upper
horizon between 3–160 ppb and in the lower horizon between 2–120 ppb. Con-

6 The blank is the "background "of an analysis and has to be subtracted from each concentration
obtained.
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Figure 52: Logarithm of the Na+ concentrations (discrete, 1 cm resolution) analyzed
using IC for B41 (blue), B42 (light blue), B50 (red) and B52 (green), the raw
densities (gray) and to 1 cm resolution discretized densities (black) in the
lower horizon (59–61 m). Pearson’s correlation coefficient is calculated for
the discrete density and logarithm of the sodium (upper right corner).

sequently, the analysis using CFA show concentrations which are almost three
times higher as these analyzed in the discrete samples (independent from the
analysis techniques IC or ICP-MS). The analysis results from the different sam-
pling techniques seem not to be adequate to be compared. Another difference
between the discrete technique and the continuous technique CFA is, that high
impurity concentrations in the core samples are smoothed due to dispersion
during the measurement procedure.
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Figure 53: Relationship between the Na+ (IC) concentrations in the upper horizon:
B40 with B41 (top left), B40 with B42 (bottom left), B40 with B50 (top right)
and B40 with B52 (bottom right). The corresponding correlation coefficients
are noted in the boxes.
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Figure 54: Relationship between the Na+ (IC) concentrations in the lower horizon: B40
with B41 (top left), B40 with B42 (bottom left), B40 with B50 (top right) and
B40 with B52 (bottom right). The corresponding correlation coefficients are
noted in the boxes.
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4.4.9 Close-off density layers

The close-off depth for air entrapped in the firn is determined by reaching or
exceeding the close–off density ρcl = 0.83 g/cm−3. For the following analysis
the FIT of the density profiles is calculated by determining the depth where
the mean density profile (1 m running mean) reaches ρcl. This leads to the fol-
lowing close–off depth for the present firn cores: zcl = 57.29 m w.eq. = 87.56 m.
The depth of the FIT at Kohnen Station analyzed from firn air pumping (Weiler,
2008) was determined to 87.6 m, which is almost equal to the calculated zcl.
Thus, in the following zFIT = 86.7 m = 57.3 m w.eq. is used.
Figure 55 shows the fraction of density values reaching and exceeding the
close-off density in each 0.2 m w.eq. thick depth interval. Using this interval
a fraction of 10% corresponds (with the data resolution of 0.05 mm w.eq.) to
20 mm w.eq.. As only the fraction is calculated, it is not sure if these 10%
reaching and/or exceeding the close–off density form one layer. For a fraction
of 1% which corresponds to 2 mm w.eq. it is in turn rather sure that they form
one layer.
The fractions are determined using the age-synchronized (using lag–shifting,
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Figure 55: (a) Fraction of density values exceeding the close-off density of
ρcl = 0.83 g/cm−3 in a 0.2 m w.eq. thick layers or windows and (b) de-
tailed cutout where the first close-off layers occur.

Section 4.4.3) density records in water equivalent depth. Figure 55a shows
the fractions over depth starting at 45 m w.eq. depth. From the surface until
45 m w.eq. depth no density value exceeded or reached the close-off den-
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sity. Figure 55b shows a detailed cutout of the first occurring of ρcl-layers.
All results are plotted with each 10% offset for the different cores for a better
overview and comparison.
From Figure 55b it can be observed, that in B40 at a depth of 47.5 m w.eq.
(corresponding to 75.5 m) first layers reach ρcl (with a fraction of 1%). This
corresponds to 2 mm w.eq. impermeable layers per 0.2 m w.eq. depth interval.
Shortly below this first layer in B40 the first close-off layers in B41, B42, and
B52 occur at 47.7 m w.eq. (corresponding to 75.8 m depth). In B42 and B52
they have only make a fraction of 0.5% in the 0.2 m w.eq thick interval. This
corresponds to only 1 mm w.eq. impermeable layers per 0.2 m w.eq. depth
interval. In B41, in turn, 6% of the density values reach or exceed the close-off
density fraction, which is 12 mm w.eq. in a 0.2 m w.eq. interval. This large
fraction is very likely not originating from only one density layer. At a water
equivalent depth of 48.7 m w.eq. (corresponding to 77 m) in all five firn cores
the fraction of impermeable (close-off) layers is > 1%. In three of the five firn
cores (in B41, B42, B52) a very distinct peak (>3%) occurs at this synchronized
depth of 48.7 m w.eq. (77 m).
In Figure 55a it is recognizable, that at 54 m w.eq. (83.6 m depth) a pronounced
and synchronous peak occurs. In B40, B41 and B52 it even exceeds 40%, which
means 0.08 m w.eq. impermeable layers per 0.2 m w.eq. depth interval. Any-
way, in B42 and B52 the fraction reached 20%, which means 0.04 m w.eq. im-
permeable layers per 0.2 m w.eq. depth interval.
This comparison of the fraction of potential close-off layers in the five firn
cores is carried out using the synchronized depths. Thus, the occurrence of
the close-off layers in approximately the same depth means a formation of
close-off layers at the same time.
Consequently, the simultaneous and distinct occurrence of a significant amount
of impermeable layers at a depth of at 83.6 m (or 54 m w.eq.) is very likely to
form a layer that inhibits the air exchange within the firn column.
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4.5 summary and discussion

The analysis of the five firn cores B40, B41, B42, B50 and B52 (Figure 3 and
Figure 27) from the plateau of DML showed that the spatial variability between
the core locations, which is dominant at and near the snow surface, reduces
over depth. Their vertical density variability was observed to be very similar
(Figure 40): It is high at and near the surface, decreases down to a depth of
20–25 m w.eq. (corresponding to 37.5–45 m) and reaches a second maximum
between 40–50 m w.eq. (corresponding to 65.8–78.7 m) depth. Below 50 m w.eq.
the density variability decreases again. For the nearby firn cores B40, B41, B42
the vertical variability was found to be almost equal (Figure 41b). And even
the distant firn cores B50 (1 km) and B52 (13 km) exhibit a similar variability.
Thus, the vertical density variability of one firn core is representative for the
region around Kohnen Station.
Furthermore, a trend to increasing accumulation rates from 64 mm w.eq. yr−1

for the time period 1259 until 1452 to an average of 73.5 mm w.eq. yr−1 be-
tween 1963 and 2013 was observed (Table 5). The trend to increasing accumu-
lation rates on the East Antarctic plateau supports the findings of other studies
investigating the accumulation rates on the plateau of DML as, for example, the
pre-site surveys for the European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA).
From shallow firn cores and snow pits (down to 20–30 m), they observed a high
spatial variability of the accumulation between 45–90 mm w.eq. yr−1 (Holm-
lund et al., 2000; Oerter et al., 2000; Karlöf et al., 2005). Oerter et al. (2000)
detected an increase in the annual accumulation rate during the 20th century,
but also stated, that these values are not higher than at the beginning of the
19th century.
In a recent study from Fujita et al. (2011) the spatial and temporal variability
of accumulation rates on the plateau of DML between Dome Fuji and EPICA
Dronning Maud Land (EDML) was investigated using snow pits (of 2 m depth),
shallow firn cores (of 10 m depth) and radar signals. They found an increase
of the accumulation rates about ≈ 15% in 2008 compared to averages over
hundreds till thousands of years before. For strong wind events they found
a difference in the surface mass balance at the leeward side of the ice divide
between Dome Fuji and EDML.
The present data set, shows the development of spatial differences in the ac-
cumulation rates between the locations of the firn cores B40–B42 near Kohnen
Station (71.6 mm w.eq. yr−1) and especially the most distant locations of B52,
which is 13 km depart (78.6 mm w.eq. yr−1). This spatial anomaly of ∼10% de-
veloped not until the last few decades. This raises the question for the reason
of this development. During the time periods before no spatial difference was
observed. Kohnen Station was put into operation in January 2001 (Oerter et al.,
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2009). The firn cores were drilled during December 2012 – January 2013, thus
a potential effect on the accumulation rates seems possible after 12 years. It
seems reasonable, that the recent annual accumulation rates show the effect of
the Station as it forms an obstacle for the wind and thus influences the deposi-
tion and redistribution of the snow. Consequently, by assuming a decreasing
effect of the Station of the annual accumulation rate determined from B40 –
B42, the increase of the annual accumulation rate during the four last decades
rate at the location of B52 (78.6 mm w.eq. yr−1) is potentially realistic. Hence,
to achieve an annual accumulation rate, which is representative for the region
around Kohnen Station the mean over long time periods has to be determined.
The high resolution density profiles of the firn cores showed remarkable sim-
ilarities even on the mm-scale for the closest located firn cores B40 and B41
with 3 m distance Figure 39. Similarities between small scale features in the
densities of two firn cores first occurred at depths around 25–28 m. Differ-
ences near the surface and in the upper firn column between even nearby firn
cores can originate from conserved snow dunes (Birnbaum et al., 2010). The
similarities of the density profiles in the deeper firn was investigated applying
correlation techniques.
The results of the correlation analysis showed most significant results for the
1 m w.eq. sliding window (Figure 48). The correlation between the 3 m distant
firn cores B40 and B41 showed an increase of the correlation coefficient with
a first and significant maximum of rB40,B41 ≈ 0.7 at 35 m w.eq. (correspond-
ing to 59 m) and a second significant maximum of rB40,B41 ≈ 0.8 at around
42 m w.eq. (corresponding to 68.5 m) depth. Below 43 m w.eq. (69.8 m)
the correlation decreased. The correlations for the firn cores between 13 m
– 13 km distance showed less distinct increases of the correlation coefficients
over depth than previously described. However, significant correlations were
found in the same depths as for the nearby firn cores.
This finding supports the assumption of distinct spatial differences due to de-
position influences near the surface. The spatial deposition history can be quite
diverse. The fact, that the correlations between the density variation records
of the firn cores show significant correlations in similar depths, leads to the
conclusion, that density layers are extending over large areas (up to 13 km) in
the deep firn.
The correlations compared to B40 were conducted on each of the three differ-
ent density records of the firn cores B41–B52: the raw density is the record
with an unshifted depth scale. The peak-shifted density is age synchronized
by the peak-shifting method and the lag-shifted density is synchronized by
the lag-shifting method (Section 4.4.3). Without age-shifting of the density
records the correlations showed neither significant results nor an increase over
depth. This is reasonable, as by correlating the density records without shift-
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ing, depositions originating from different dates are compared, which are not
necessarily linked to each other. Thus, the correlation of the density variations
over depth is driven by time-synchronous events.
The vertical impurity-density correlations showed significant increasing corre-
lations between the impurity content and the density over depth (Figure 49
and Figure 50). The correlations with the concentrations of Na+ and Mg++

reached the highest correlation coefficients in the same depth as the density
correlations (between 33–35 m w.eq. or 56.4–59 m depth). Furthermore, the
depth development of the correlation between the impurity concentrations
and the density of B40 showed the same rapid drop between 38–40 m w.eq
(63.2–65.8 m) as the density correlation between B40 and B41. Likewise, the
impurity-density correlation decreased from 45 m w.eq. (72.3 m) further down-
wards. Consequently, the impurity–density correlations supports the findings
of Hörhold et al. (2012) and Freitag et al. (2013b). As the resulting correlations
showed even higher values, their findings can be fortified. Furthermore, the
similar depths of the correlation maxima and as well their drops, emphasize
the importance of the impurity content as a driving factor for the similarities
(of the density) in the deep firn. However, the synchronous drop points out
that additional processes are involved.
The impurity concentrations in the different firn cores are found to be spa-
tially diverse. The correlations between the concentrations of Na+ in all five
firn cores showed neither in the upper horizon (26–28 m) nor in the lower
horizon (59–61 m) high correlations. This emphasize the difficulty of impurity
analysis as they highly depend on the applied analysis technique, which quan-
tifies the concentration. For samples from Antarctic firn cores is even more
difficult because of the very low concentrations. Thus, the samples are very
sensitive to contaminations during the sampling or analysis. However, as the
concentrations using IC, which quantifies the ion concentrations, and ICP-MS,
which quantifies the element concentrations, are similar contamination seem
to be less problematic. Probably, the small depth intervals were too small to
compare spatial impurity contents and correlate their variability.
The determination of the potentially impermeable layers within the firn cores
are conducted on running intervals over the age-synchronized density profiles
(Figure 55). At 54 m w.eq. (83.6 m depth) the most pronounced layer, which
even exceeds 40% (0.08 m w.eq. impermeable layers per 0.2 m w.eq. depth
interval) occurred synchronous in B40, B41 and B52. At a water equivalent
depth of 48.7 m w.eq. (corresponding to 77 m) the first synchronous but thin
layer was observed in all five firn cores. In three If these layers are able to
close-off the entrapped air, which means, that they interject the exchange with
the overlying firn and the atmosphere, they can potentially act like a sealing
for the gas diffusion through the firn column. They form impermeable bar-
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riers in between the permeable firn in depths of the same time. Accordingly,
the age distribution for the underlying enclosed air is changed and narrowed,
which lead to an drastic change in the determination of the ice-age – gas-age
difference (the Δage). As the correlation analysis showed, that density layers
are spatially extending in the firn on the plateau of DML, it can be concluded,
that the depth of an impermeable layers in one firn core is representative. Con-
sequently, the determination of the depth impermeable layers from high reso-
lution density profiles of on firn core is representative for the region around
Kohnen Station. Using this, the δage for this region can be determined by ap-
plying firn models.
In the study of Karlöf et al. (2006) no significant correlation between electrical
measurements on firn cores was found. They investigated shallow firn cores
which only span 200 years records. From their findings they concluded, that
the degree of signal correlation depends on their nature, scale and magnitude
and emphasized the importance of understanding the physical (depositional
and post-depositional) mechanisms to understand signal correlations properly.
Thus, the degree to which signals occur in all neighboring cores would de-
pends on the nature (chemical, physical, etc.), the scale and also the magni-
tude of the specific signal. Their analysis of the electrical data showed, that
the event size (here the amplitude of the signal) varies between the cores. Thus,
they proposed that further observations should characterize such variabilities
quantitatively.
The present results from the analysis of five spatially distributed firn cores
in turn show, that from single firn cores it is possible to derive parameters,
that are representative for the region. The regional mean accumulation rates
are possible to derive if they are determined over long time periods. The
density records are representative with limitations: The development of the
vertical density variability is similar and the correlations of the density varia-
tions showed significant increasing correlations with increasing depth. Near
the surface they show spatial variabilities. Thus, the density profiles it self
are not representative over the entire length, but important parameters like for
example, the depth of impermeable layers are possible to be derived from one
firn core reaching down to the depth of the FIT.

4.6 conclusion

In conclusion, the vertical density variability was found to be similar over
space. The density variations correlate spatially with increasing depth. Even
in 13 km distance the firn cores showed a significant correlation in a similar
depth as nearby firn cores. The event synchronized density records correlate
much better than the density correlation over the natural depth.
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The determination of the accumulation rates support the findings of earlier
studies of an increase of the annual accumulation rates. Additionally, a poten-
tial influence of the building of Kohnen Station on the spatial accumulation
pattern, that caused a spatial variability in the derived annual accumulation
rates for the last decades, was found.
The comparison of the impurities in the firn between the cores is found to be a
difficulty for small depth intervals. They are spatially varying due to redistri-
bution. From the comparison of the correlations between the impurity and the
density in one firn core and the density correlations of two nearby firn cores
it is confirmed and even fortified, that the impurity concentrations drive the
density layering in the deeper firn. However, the results showed as well that
additional processes are acting.
The occurrence of impermeable layers at the same time in all five firn cores
in combination with the findings of the density correlations, lead to the as-
sumption of laterally extending density layers, that are able to close-off the
air exchange and diffusion processes in the firn column. They are located
in deep firn and will lead to a different approach for modelling the gas age
distributions of enclosed air in polar firn.





5
F I N A L C O N C L U S I O N S A N D O U T L O O K

This chapter summarizes the key findings of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 and
discusses their main implications, regarding the objectives of this thesis. Fur-
thermore, a more global interpretation is provided that discusses potential im-
plications on the understanding of firn from the East Antarctic plateau. Finally,
a brief outlook and suggestions for future studies are presented.

5.1 key findings and conclusions

In the following the key findings are summarized by answering the research
questions introduced in Section 1.2:

Chapter 3: How does the snow surface evolve over the austral summer on

the plateau of Dronning Maud Land (DML)? What are the driving factors?

The temporal evolution of the surface snow Specific Surface Area (SSA) on the
plateau of DML showed a stepwise or cascading decrease over the measure-
ment period during the austral summer 2012/2013 terminated by meteorologi-
cal events. It was affected by fast increases (through precipitation or deposition
events) and slow decreases back to the initial values. The daily mean of the
surface snow SSA decreased from 60 m2 kg−1 to values around 27 m2 kg−1

at the end of the measurement period. The diurnal changes showed maxima
up to ΔSSA d−1 = 13 m2 kg−1. In terms of the optical equivalent (or effec-
tive) snow grain radius this corresponds to an increase from about 90 μm to
120 μm.
The development surface snow SSA was highly influenced by the frequency
and amounts of snow precipitation. In DML, where katabatic winds are promi-
nent, redistribution restricts the effect of precipitation on the SSA and thus its
inhibiting effect on the positive snow-albedo feedback. The small amounts of
1–2 mm of summer precipitation were permanently mobilized, influencing the
stratigraphic accumulation signal in the upper snow surface (Klein et al., in
prep. for resubmission).

How can the temporal variability of the snow surface be captured adequately?

To capture the temporal variability of the SSA of the snow surface, an adequate
area has to be captured. This is necessary to overcome the spatial variability of
the snow surface. In this thesis the measurement transect span 50 m and the

105
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sampling was conducted every 2 m. This approach was found to be adequate
to resolve the temporal evolution of the surface snow SSA adequately and re-
duce the uncertainty due to local variations.

Chapter 4: To what extent did the annual accumulation rate change in DML

over the past decades?

The mean annual accumulation rate in the vicinity of Kohnen Station on the
plateau of DML was found to increase especially during the last decades. The
average annual accumulation rate over the five firn cores increases from ap-
proximately 64 mm w.eq. yr−1 for the time period 1259 until 1452 to an average
(over four cores) of 73.5 mm w.eq. yr−1 between 1963 and 2013. Additionally, a
slight decrease of the accumulation rate was detected for all five cores and was
assigned to the Little Ice Age between 1450–1850. These findings support the
trend to increasing annual accumulation rates observed in previous studies as,
for example by Oerter et al. (2000) and Fujita et al. (2011).
During the last decades a spatial variability in the accumulation rates oc-
curred. Near Kohnen Station the average annual accumulation rate (derived
from the firn cores B40–B42) increased by about 10–14% from a mean of
63.9 mm w.eq. yr−1 between 1258–1452 A.D. to a mean of 71.6 mm w.eq. yr−1

for the last last 40 years (1963–2013). At the location of the most distant firn
core B52 (north of Kohnen Station) the annual mean accumulation rate in-
creased by about 24% from 63.1 mm w.eq. yr−1 between 1258–1452 A.D. to
78.6 mm w.eq. yr−1 during the last 40 years (1963–2013). This spatial differ-
ence between the locations near the station and the farther location is assumed
to be influenced by the existence of the Station, which is put in operation since
January 2001 (Oerter et al., 2009). Thus, the accumulation rate increase at the
location of B52 would be realistic for the entire region. High increase rates
and spatial variability are also found to be caused by a spatial shift of the ice
divide (Fujita et al., 2011). However, since 1963 a conspicuous increase in the
annual accumulation rates is developing in the vicinity of Kohnen Station in
DML.

How representative is a density profile of one firn core from the East Antarc-

tic plateau? Does the density layering in the deeper firn extend over large

areas?

The 3-m distant firn cores B40 and B41 exhibit large and significant similari-
ties (in their density profiles) over the entire height of the firn column. With
increasing spatial distance of the firn cores the correlations and thus the sim-
ilarities between the density variation profiles decrease. For the near surface
firn the correlations are not significant.
However, the correlation analysis of the density variations of five firn cores
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showed an increase of similarities over depth. The similarities are higher the
closer the firn cores are located to each other. However, even for the most dis-
tant firn core (13 km to the North) a significant correlation between the density
variation of two firn cores was found in around 35 m w.eq. and 45–50 m w.eq.
water equivalent depth (corresponding to 59 m and 72–85 m).
Consequently, it is supposed that density variations in the firn can be tracked
over large areas (up to 1–13 km) on the East Antarctic plateau. Similarities
for close-by firn cores (3 m) can be observed even on the mm–scale. The spa-
tial differences in the density variation records between the firn cores near the
surface and in the upper firn column originate from the deposition signal and
vanish over depth. Thus, the density variation records of the firn cores equalize
(increasing correlation) with increasing depth. This spatially increasing corre-
lation between the density variations, also termed density layering, emerged
after synchronizing the plain depth scales of the firn cores to the same age,
which is a standardized age scale.

What is the role of the impurity content in the firn by investigating the

horizontal and vertical variability of Antarctic firn? Are spatial density vari-

ations congruent with variations in the impurity content?

The effect of impurities in the firn are confirmed to correlate with the density
variation over depth. The correlation of the density of single core sections in a
depth between 50–60 m with the Na+ record even reaches a value of rρ, Na = 0.9.
The running correlation between the high-resolution density and continuous
impurity records of Na+, Mg+ and Ca++ increase significantly over depth and
a maximum of rρ, Na ≈ rρ, Mg = 0.8 is reached at 58 m (corresponding to a water
equivalent depth of 35 m w.eq.).
From the synchronous break-in of the density correlations and the impurity–
density correlation the high importance of impurities for the variability devel-
opment of the firn is emphasized. However, additional processes that drives
the density variation correlation with increasing depth are possible.
From the discrete impurity sampling in two different 2 m depth intervals (26–
28 m and 59–61 m), which age synchronized, the Na+ impurity records of all
five firn cores show very low spatial correlations. Even in the lower 2 m hori-
zon around 60 m, which corresponds to 35 m w.eq., the correlation is remains
low. However, it is assumed that the small depth intervals and the sampling
method are not sufficient to investigate the spatial impurity correlation.

In which depth (above the Firn–Ice–Transition (FIT)) do single impermeable

layers occur which can act like a sealing for the gas close-off?

First impermeable layers occurred in water equivalent depth around 8.5–10
m w.eq. above the FIT. The depth of the FIT zFIT = 86.7 m = 57.3 m w.eq. as
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determined from firn air pumping (Weiler, 2008) is equal to the depth, where
the mean density of the present density profiles reached the close-off density
(ρcl = 0.83 g/cm−3). Thus, at zFIT a fraction of more than 50% reached the
close.off density ρFIT. In the firn core B40 the first potentially impermeable
layers (1% impermeable layers per 0.2 m w.eq.) occur at a water equivalent
depth of 47.5 m w.eq., which corresponds to a depth of 75.5 m. In B41 first
more likely impermeable layers (6% impermeable layers per 0.2 m w.eq.) occur
at a water equivalent depth of 47.7 m w.eq., which corresponds to 75.8 m. At
water equivalent depth around 48.7 m w.eq. (corresponding to 77 m) the frac-
tion of impermeable layers in all five firn cores exceeds 1% per 0.2 m w.eq.. A
simultaneous and distinct occurrence of a significant amount of impermeable
layers occurs at a depth of at 83.6 m (or 54 m w.eq.) and is very likely to form
a layer that inhibits the air exchange within the firn column.
As the depth scales are shifted to the standardized age scale, these imperme-
able layers emerge at the same time. Even single layers, which exceed the
close-off density can potentially act like a sealing for the gas diffusion through
the firn column. They form impermeable barriers in between the permeable
firn in depths of the same time. Consequently, it is assumed that the gas
close-off in the firn column on the East Antarctic plateau is driven by events
and occurs at a depth between 77–83.6 m, which is around 3–9.5 m above the
depth of the FIT.

5.2 implications in a global perspective

On the basis of the findings in the snow surface study presented in this thesis,
it is possible to compose a general conception of the spatial structure and its
temporal development. The analysis of the measurements and observations of
the snow surface showed a high degree of spatial variability at the surface (in
terms of the snow SSA and δ18O) in the region of the East Antarctic plateau.
Figure 56 shows a schematic view on the assumed structure of the snow sur-
face and the processes generating temporal and spatial variability on the scale
of several tens to at maximum hundred meter at the snow surface. The snow
surface at Kohnen Station is characterized by persistent and also highly vari-
able structures. At the end of the winter until the beginning of the summer
snow dunes are formed at high wind speeds (exceeding 10 m s−1 (Birnbaum
et al., 2010)) from eroded and already aged snow with relatively high isotope
values. Typically, these hard snow dunes exhibit high densities and thus con-
sist of closely packed snow grains. These are further densified by forming
necks and thus form a persistent snow surface (Figure 56). Frequently, sastrugi
are observed on their upwind front. Over time the elevated surfaces of the
hard dunes are polished and even harder due to the katabatic winds. Most of
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Figure 56: Illustration of the variable snow surface and different character.

these hard snow dunes have a cross-section dimension of 10–20 m perpendic-
ular to the predominant wind direction and are twice till third times as large
parallel to the predominant wind direction. As a consequence of the polishing
glazed surfaces develop at the locations of the persistent surfaces, which are
the former dune structures.
The loose drifting snow is preferentially deposited in the topographic lower ar-
eas between the dunes, a kind of vales. Due to the almost ceaseless, moderate
wind the loose snow, which wass deposited in these vales has hardly enough
time for sintering until it is eroded and redistributed again. As a consequence
of the permanent redistribution the some snow grains are broken and thus
have smaller contact areas, which are less capable for building a close packing.
Consequently, snow dunes can not form. These surfaces are named variable
snow surfaces in the following (Figure 56). Variable surfaces are characterized
by less dense snow and erosion as well as deposition processes. As strong
dunes are long-lasting features at the surface it can be assumed that this pro-
cess described for the austral summer is acting the whole year round.

Furthermore, the findings about the development of the snow surface SSA in
Chapter 3 provide valuable information about the development of the optically
equivalent grain size and thus the snow albedo. It was shown, that only small
amounts of snow precipitation lead to abrupt increases of the snow SSA. Thus,
the frequency seem to be more important than the amount of precipitation
events. The results in this thesis showed that only small amounts of precipita-
tion (a few millimeters) had a high impact on the snow SSA and consequently
the albedo. In a study from Picard et al. (2012) the region of DML was found
to be a site of extraordinary low accumulated summer precipitation and high
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grain size increases (Figure 26). High grain size increases lead to a decrease of
the snow albedo. Hence, the development of the snow albedo is very sensitive
to smallest amounts of precipitation or deposition. The development of the
upper few millimeters of the snow surface are found to be essential, so that
the amount of precipitation seems to play a minor role for the snow SSA and
the albedo.
Due to the changing climate, the temperatures are rising. If the temperature
rises, the amount of precipitation rises. The analysis of the accumulation rates
in the vicinity of Kohnen Station in DML, which were shown in this thesis,
confirm an increase of the annual precipitation amount. Consequently, the
question arises, if the frequency of precipitation events in the course of rising
temperatures increase. The most efficient and most frequent precipitation type
is diamond dust. It almost precipitates continuously. With rising temperatures
the occurrence of diamond dust will become a rare precipitation event. Picard
et al. (2012) state, that with increasing temperatures on the one hand the grain
size increases, but as the amount of precipitation increases, this effect has the
potential to inhibit the positive snow-albedo effect on the radiation balance of
the Earth’s climate. However, even if the amount of snow precipitation will
increase with rising temperatures the inhibiting effect is questionable as the
frequency was found to be more important than the amount. The region of
DML seems to be an important region to investigate the effect of snow pre-
cipitation on the development of the albedo of the snow surface and thus its
impact on the radiation balance of Antarctica.
For the first time it is shown that SSA transects allow to describe the variability
of the snow surface on the plateau of DML. It was shown, that the development
of the snow SSA correlated with the meteorological data. This gives evidence,
that the selected study setup was able to capture the most of the variability at
the surface.
The high spatial variability at the surface is reflected in the vertical variability
of the firn, which is a temporal variability and is sampled by drilling firn and
ice cores. Local and temporal erosion processes explain local differences in
the firn cores. Depositional pattern or structures vanish with increasing depth
in the firn column. Thin layers, for example, dissolve in the deeper firn by
compaction and recrystallization processes. Only wind crusts survive in the
deeper firn.

An important finding of the firn core density correlation analysis is that the
density layering in the deeper firn (between 35–45 m w.eq. or 59–72 m) is track-
able over a large distances (more than 10 km). The analysis of the occurrence
of close-off layers in layers of the same age supports this finding. Compari-
son of the 3 m distant firn density records (from depths below 28 m) showed
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similarities even on the mm–scale. Consequently, vertical variability (density
layering) synchronizes over depth so that layers extent over large areas on the
East Antarctic plateau of DML. When the first of the large extending layers
reach the close-off density ρcl the diffusion path through the firn column is
interrupted to the overlying layers. The depth of this impermeable layer can
be used to determine the age distribution of the enclosed air and consequently
the Δage. The finding of the horizontal extension of impermeable layers is
important, as thereby the depth of an impermeable layer in one firn core is
representative for the region. Hence, future firn models do not need to imple-
ment horizontal air movement but definitely have to consider density layers.
From the impurity-density correlation analysis for one firn core it is confirmed,
that the impurities are the driving factor for the equalization of density layer-
ing over depth. The fact that the density-density correlation decreases in a
similar depth as the density-impurity correlation, raises the question if this
caused by the data itself or if the impurities in the firn were not captured by
the applied analysis methods. The first aspect seems reasonable, as the den-
sity correlations drop-off at similar depths as the density–impurity correlation.
Thus, an additional process is possible to drive the correlation increase of the
density variations over depth.
Furthermore, it is possible, that the spatially varying deposition signals are
responsible for the decrease in the correlations. Also, a spatial variability of
the deposited impurity contents is a possible candidate, that inhibits the in-
crease of the density correlations. The second aspect is difficult to answer.
With the current state of the art it is not possible to answer the question how
the impurities are imprinted in the ice matrix. The different analysis methods
used in this thesis quantify different concentrations. The Continuous Flow
Analysis (CFA) method quantifies the ion concentrations and the Inductively
Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) methods quantifies the element
concentrations. Thus, it is important to answer the question how the impuri-
ties in the firn are available and consequently how they can be quantified and
analyzed.
The findings in this thesis about the snow surface and the firn spatial corre-
lation in the firn in different depth region from the surface down to the FIT

have potential implication on the understanding and analysis of firn from the
East Antarctic plateau. As during the measurement period (two months) in
the austral summer almost no precipitation was observed, nearly the complete
amount of annual accumulation is deposited during the meteorological winter.
Thus, is is only possible that the "summer" accumulation is deposited dur-
ing the short spring or autumn period in Antarctica. A very important proxy
record derived from the ice cores are the water isotopes. They serve as a proxy
for the temperature. Each annual layer conserves the historical temperature in
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Figure 57: Schematic overview of a firn core array and the potential information such
an array of high resolution point information can provide in addition with
remote sensing data.

the isotope record. Consequently, the summer temperatures derived from firn
or ice cores possibly only represent the temperatures during the early summer
(spring) or the late summer (autumn).

The significant probability of the existence of large scale extending layers
in the deeper firn influence the interpretation of the enclosed historical gas
records. They serve as impermeable layers in still permeable firn located above
the FIT. Consequently, their existence have the potential to contribute to the so-
lution of the dilemma regarding the age determination of the enclosed air and
the corresponding Greenhouse Gases (GHG) concentrations. The dilemma is
that, the only parameter describing the height of the diffusive column within
the firn, δ15N (Sowers and Bender, 1992), indicates a shallower FIT for East
Antarctica, than present firn models are able to predict. This is essential to an-
swer the question regarding the relative evolution of the temperature (derived
from the ice) and the GHGs (derived from the air content) in the past climate
history.
Due to the setup of the study, the results additionally provide regional infor-
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mation about the firn column in the vicinity of Kohnen Station. The spatial
extent of the study area corresponds to the resolution of remote sensing data
gained from satellites. Figure 57 shows a schematic view of the study area
with the sampled snow surface and the firn core array. It illustrates the find-
ings in a cut-out from the study setup scheme in the introduction (Chapter 1,
Figure 3). The firn cores represent point measurements from the ice sheet. Re-
mote sensing data provide information from large areas of the Earth’s surface
but mostly until only 50 m depth. Observing the snow surface directly over
several weeks provides direct information about this location. These informa-
tion are valuable to be improve the understanding of remote sensing data.
Spatially arrayed firn core analysis are able to provide regional information
about the firn structure and composition. Satellite based investigations com-
monly gain global information. Regional processes can not be dissolved suffi-
ciently. Thus, bringing together regional information from field studies with
the global observations from remote sensing is a profitable combination to
further understand the coupling of regional and global (climate) processes.

5.3 outlook

To investigate the variability and thus the representativity of firn cores from
more Antarctic sites similar firn and snow studies as presented in this thesis
should be conducted at different locations in Antarctica. One motivation, for
example, is that the horizontal extent of the layers possibly depends on the
accumulation rate at the specific site. Thus, the representativity of parameters
derived from one core would depend on the climatic conditions at the site.
Furthermore, the firn core study presented in this thesis should be spatially
expanded, which means, that firn cores with further increasing distance to the
five firn cores investigated in the frame of this work, should be analyzed. This
gives the opportunity to investigate, if the dimension of the spatial extension
of layers in the deeper firn, as found in this study, is possible to be further
enlarged.
Regarding the snow surface further studies at sites with predominant precipi-
tating diamond dust, as for example near Dome F in higher regions of the East
Antarctic plateau, should be carried out. It was shown, that the frequency of
precipitation events plays a major role for SSA and thus albedo development
in DML. Diamond dust is the most frequent and most slight kind of precipita-
tion and thus assumed to be most effective kind of precipitation increasing the
SSA. Studying the SSA development at sites with predominant diamond dust
precipitation enables to investigated the implication of very low accumulation
amounts with very high frequencies of occurrence.
In this connection it would be interesting to count the precipitation events, so
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that a seasonal time series of precipitation events is achieved. Moreover, as
almost no accumulation was observed during the two months of the austral
summer 2012/2013 reliable annual accumulation time series are desirable to
know the seasonal distribution of the annual accumulation rate. Regarding the
measurements of the surface snow SSA, the measurement procedure has to be
improved and optimized to gain a less time consuming, automatic and easy to
handle measurement device. Hence, it would be possible to get determine the
SSA over larger areas in short time periods (which is important to exclude dif-
ferences due to the changing insolation). Additionally, it would be of interest
to measure the snow SSA of the surface during the austral winter. Because the
winter temperatures are around -70◦C it is not possible to overwinter at this
site. An automated SSA measurement device could be a possible solution.
To further investigate the impurity-effect high resolution CFA profiles for all
firn cores should be analyzed. The comparison of depth horizons that cov-
ered only 2 m turned out to be not sufficient. Thus, impurity records along
the entire firn cores are necessary to understand their horizontal distribution
(over depth) and their potential spatial correlation. As the correlation analy-
sis of the density variation showed significant but also no higher coefficients
than 0.8, the analysis could be improved. To validate, if it would be possible
to reach higher correlation coefficients advanced statistical methods could be
applied. Rehfeld and Kurths (2014), for example, presented and investigated
similarity estimators for uncertain time series.
The influence of the impermeable layers that occurred above the FIT in the
present firn cores from the plateau of DML should be investigated using firn
models. The development of the age distribution is of is particular importance
for the interpretation of (high resolution) gas records. The findings from this
thesis provide a very good basis for future modeling studies.
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S U P P L E M E N TA RY F I G U R E S F O R C H A P T E R 4

Figure 58: DEP conductivity profiles of all five firn cores over logging depth (m). The
four dominant peaks could be assigned to the eruption of Krakatau (1883),
Tambora (1809-1815), Kuwae (1452) and the eruption of El Chichon (1259).
Additionally the eruption of Agung (1963) was found in four of five cores.

Table 9: Date and depths (m) of the dominant conductivity peaks in B40, B41, B42, B50
and B52 assigned to the volcanic eruptions named in the first column.

Peak Name of Date of depth (m) in firn core

No. volcano eruption B40 B41 B42 B50 B52

v0 Agung 1963 8.926 8.874 8.890 8.894 8.967

v1 Krakatau 1883 19.010 18.968 18.946 19.025 18.618

v2 Tambora 1815 26.631 26.620 26.620 26.725 26.206

v3 Kuwae 1452 60.371 60.373 60.330 60.636 60.072

v4 El Chichon 1258 76.502 76.499 76.510 76.881 76.254
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Figure 59: Preparation for the discrete impurity sampling in the upper horizon of B41:
bag 27 (26–27 m depth) and bag 28 (27–28 m depth) .
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Figure 60: Preparation for the discrete impurity sampling in the lower horizon of B41:
bag 60 (59–60 m depth) and bag 61 (60–61 m depth).
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Figure 61: Impurity–density correlation of B40 in a 2 m w.eq. running window with a
step width of 0.5 m w.eq. and 0.03 m w.eq. lag.
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Figure 62: Maximum values of a CCF in a 0.1 m w.eq. running window and a step
size of 0.05 m w.eq. over the density variations of B40 with B41, B42, B50,
B52 (upper panel). A: B40 with B41 (3 m distance), B: B40 with B42 (12 m
distance), B40 with B50 (1000 m distance), B40 with B52 (13000 m distance).
A 2 m running mean (black line) over the correlations with the lag-shifted
density variations show the trend. The significance level is shown as a
dotted black line. The distribution of r is given in the histogramms (lower
panel).
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Figure 63: Histograms for 5 m w.eq. intervals of the maximum cross-correlation coef-
ficients r of the density variations of B40 and B41 (3 m distance) calculated
in a 0.1 m w.eq. running window.
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Figure 64: Histograms for 5 m w.eq. intervals of the maximum cross-correlation coef-
ficients r of the density variations of B40 and B42 (13 m distance) calculated
in a 0.1 m w.eq. running window.
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Figure 65: Histograms for 5 m w.eq. intervals of the maximum cross-correlation coeffi-
cients r of the density variations of B40 and B50 (1000 m distance) calculated
in a 0.1 m w.eq. running window.
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Figure 66: Histograms for 5 m w.eq. intervals of the maximum cross-correlation coef-
ficients r of the density variations of B40 and B52 (13000 m distance) calcu-
lated in a 0.1 m w.eq. running window.
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Figure 67: Maximum values of a CCF in a 0.5 m w.eq. running window and a step
size of 0.10 m w.eq. over the density variations of B40 with B41, B42, B50,
B52 (upper panel). A: B40 with B41 (3 m distance), B: B40 with B42 (12 m
distance), B40 with B50 (1000 m distance), B40 with B52 (13000 m distance).
A 5 m running mean (black line) over the correlations with the lag-shifted
density variations show the trend. The significance level is shown as a
dotted black line. The distribution of r is given in the histogramms (lower
panel).


